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A SURVEY OF CRITIOISM AND CRITICAL A~ALYSIS OF '''T1RF. 1?EA ST I!·J '11RE JTJ1l'~LE'' -- Kate Jane Zak 
'fhe thesis a'ttempta firat to eategerl•• 4'he orl~t .. 
o't Henry- Jamee generally and then. 11ore speoltloally, te 
no'te these critice 0 treatment of ·The Beast 1n the 3angle ... 
_Critical study of this novella has resulted in widely ..ar1N 
lnterl)retationa.and emphases. The two moet readily d1a .. 
0:e1•11ible · achoola are what I would label t,the biogr·aph1eal 
eehcol 1 ·• the reasoning of which is inextricabl:r bot1:nd up 
with the critic's assessment o~ James the man&! a11d a mo1'• 
properly ft~sthetic school.• Ofl the blogra.ph1ca1 school 
Van Wyclt B~oo~cs, Vernnn J.,ou1s Parrington, Ma.1well Geismar, . . 
and Quentin Anderson are noteworthy. Within this achool 
.exist several subdiv:tsions. One is a quas1--b1ographioal -
,_ 
app~aeh-.. Another emph!lsizea an ex~patriot pre jud1oe. Yet .. 
•h· 1 . al!a.....,.1 b i "'fr'" · ;;.; t ~ ti t ano., er . ,,_ an cw~lt ... ourgeo s, 111arx1s · .. · ~ · sen.· men • 
'!he "aesthetic school,• comprised of sttcl1 eri ~1a• aa 
3-aeph warren Beach, Dorothea Krook, Krishna Baldev Vaid, 
Percy Lubbock, Wayne o. Booth, Ora Segal, and others offers 
a more objective analysis. Beach'• study ••r••d as a founda• 
t1on a11d point of departure,,tor subsequent orl'tio•. Vaid, 
B•ot.h,. and Lubbock explore structu1 • and tHhnltt•• la Jaa .. 
'whereaa Walter Wright0 John w$ Schroeder, Slater Mel'J Corona ,, 
Sharp·, Char-lee Sanford. and rJiaxwell C!r8ismar del"Ye p 
into the l)flNOneliti•• of the two characters in the ato17. 
S•e:phen Reid'• dl•cu•alon ot Marcher'• charac~•r rel1•• "PNI 
• psyolloanalytic in._erpre'la.tien. 
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'l!oall!f devoid o~ aotlon and setting, •The Beast 1n the 
Jungle~ acqtd.res acldi tional dl•enalone through the \flJal th 
•f' ima~ry. Theme, lnt.nelty, and oe..,.,, unity a.re rea11 ... 
tllrollgh imagery. 
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deftly, subtly enrplo,.8 point ot •1••• 
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-· ABSTRACT 
• 
The thesis attempts first to categorize the critics 
of Henry James generally and then, more spec if icall:r, to 
note these critics' treatment of "The Beast in the Junele.• 
Critical study of this novella has resulted in widely varied 
interpretations and emphases. The two most readily dis-
cernible schools are what I would label "the biographica1 
school,'' the reasoning of which is inextricably bound up 
' with the critic's assessment of James the man, and a more 
properly "aesthetic school." Of the biographical school 
Van Wyck Brooks, Vernon Louis Parrington, l\1axwell ,.... . 1...re i smar, 
and Quentin Anderson are noteworthy. Within this scr1ool 
exist several subdivisions. One is a quasi-biographical 
approach. Another emphasizes an ex-patriot prejudice. Yet 
another is an anti-bourgeois, "Marxist," sentiment. 
The ''aesthetic school," comprised of such critics as 
Joseph Warren Beach, Dorothea Krook, Krishna Baldev Vaid, 
Percy Lubbock, Wayne C. Booth, Ora Segal, and other-a offer-a 
a more objective analysis. Beach's study served as a founda-
·tion and point of departure. for subsequent critics. Vaid, 
Booth, and Lubbock explore structure and technique in James 
whereas Walter Wright, John w. Schroeder, Sister r,,ary Corona 
Sharp, Charles Sanford, and Maxwell Geismar delve primarily 
into the personalities of the two characters in the story. 
Stephen Reid O s discussion of 1-vlarcher' s character relies upon 
a psychoanalytic interpretation. 
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Predictably, the theme of ·The Beast in the Jungle" 
has received the most critical attention. Critics' emnhases 
... 
have ranged from pronounced autobiographical interpretations 
to thematic comparisons of "The Beast in the Jungle" to 
other works of James and to works of other writers as well. 
Marcher's exploitation of May Bartram invites comparison to 
Hawthorne characters and themes. The thesis explores tech-
niques of thematic development (specifically, imagery and 
irony) as well as the relationship between theme and character. 
I discuss the use of chiaroscuro, contrasting r,iarc11er' s ~rJl irid-
ness with the knowledge May Bartram ultimately perceives, a 
technique which has received no critical attention. Prac-
tically devoid of' action and setting, "The Beast in the 
Jungle" acquires additional dimensioris through the wealth 
of imagery. Theme, intensity, and compact unity are realized 
through imagery. 
Allen Tate and F. E. Smith attack the length of the 
story, which they find prolix; yet Vaid's chapter-by-chapter 
analysis shows how each scene contributes to an increased 
understanding o:f Marcher and therefore assists in his trans-
formation from anti-hero to tragic hero. To this end, James 
deftly, subtly employs point of view, 
In the thesis, I discuss critical analysis of the way 
. 
' in which theme, character, and structure work together in 
"The Beast 'in the Jungle." I also provide, as well, a general. 
discussion 1 of Jamesian criticism. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
. The first critic to deal significantly with Henry 
James was Joseph Warren Beach. Beach's The Method o~ 
Henry James, published in 1918 and revised in 1954, served 
as a foundation and point of departure for subsequent critics. 
If seemingly unsophisticated today, The Method of He:r1.r,, James 
is still a valuable guide for beginning readers of James. , 
Beach's systematic investigation of James'a method is 
carried out under the headings of "Idea," .. Picture, .. 
''Revelation," "Suspense," "Point of View," "Dialogue," 
"Drama," ''Eliminations,i• "Tone," "Romance," and "Ethics. 
Critic Beach states that James often builds a novel 
upon an idea.. In the earlier James, the plot is the in-
dispensable factor, but in the later James the character 
becomes the indispensable factor. Of these two components, 
the idea for a work was more likely to evolve from character 
than plot. Often the donne, for a particular story n.ad its 
origins in one of James's conversations. Both James's own 
prefaces to his works as well as his notebooks (edited by 
F,. o. Matthiessen and Kenneth B. Murdock in 1947) are illu~ 
minating on the sources of James's various ideas. 
Such "germ-ideas,u having their source in people, 
evolved into character studies. Still other works clearly 
begin with a more abstract theme--as a problem in the human 
condition. But unlike the ~_:problem-novel ~,hich attemnts to 
solve some :problem in plot dynamics, James's problem-
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I 
oriented works make no such effort. ,Given the germ of' the 
story, the organic development of the circumstances of plot 
1 follows, of course, with undeviating logic. 
Beach's study periodically contrasts James with his 
predecessors, showing the extent of James' s debt and ~.is 
---development from that point. Like Meredith and Gec:rr"e 
Eliot, James's i1n111ediate predecessors, James creates through 
the development of an idea; but unlike them, James conceives 
of his idea as more than a thesis or moral; for him the idea 
becomes the subject of a picture. But James is a morel 
writer, though not in the same sense as his predecessors. 
He is not concerned with morality in any direct sense: his 
goal is not to warn against the wrong nor to praise the 
right. "His concern is with the appearance made by right 
and wrong."~ 
Composition is the foundation for his pictorial art. 
The· first requirement for composition ·1s "unity, or pictori-
al fusion, of the.diverse elements in a story. 113 This 
unity may,be achieved through the technique of "foreshorten-
ing" used for balance in novels and short stories--of 
particular interest in 
Beast in the Jungle. 114 
this study as it is employed in ''The ' 
Point of view is of vast importance in James's stories 
which are in effect "records of seeing rather than doing." 5 
In later works James avoids the omniscient author, believing 
such narration "slovenly. 116 He endeavors to hide all traces 
·of author at work. To obtain consistency of point of view 
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5 
James's scenes are often strictly objective, self-contained, 
·restricted to the present. On the other hand, James prefers 
the consistency in point of view he achieves through getting 
himself and his reader "down into the arenan--"to live, 
breathe, converse with the persons engaged in the str1Jggle 
that provides for the others in the circling tiers the 
entertainment o:f the game . "7 
The point of view favored by James is one in which the 
' 
I 
·author ente 1rs the mind ( s) of his character ( s). For instance, 
in What Maisie Knew information is registered in the 
impressions of a small girl's ever-expanding consciousness. 
In shorter works James occasionally employs an outside 
observer who serves as narrator or interpreter but who is 
only slightly concerned with the happenings. Sirr.ilarl\' the 
' 
cmnfidante is employed in the novels and tales. As a woman 
who is sympathetic, listens intently, and gives advice and 
encouragement., the confidante serves both the troubled 
character and the author. She "transfers the record fr0111 
8 the mind to the tongue of the observer. 11 
Dialogue serves James for gradual revelation of charac-~ 
ter or facts. Dialogue of confederates is often an atte~:nt 
to put pieces of a puzzle together by sharing inf orn~a t :- -Jn; 
consequently the pace of the dialogue is usuelly slow. 
Between antagonists each bit of dialogue is offered, then 
studied closely and intensely by the adversary as it in a 
· game.9 
' I 
I Later James is often quite complex. 1'The appeal of 
James is not by diversity, but by fineness of texture, 
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closeness and subtlety of weave, fastidiousness of workman-
"10 
~ship. James achieves consistency and uniforrni ty of tone. 
''This subdued tone is in keeping with the general atmospheric 
stillness which results f'rom the na rra ti ,;e method of 'reve le-
ti , ,,11 on. ~ perfect blending of everything in James reveals ' 
"positive edduring charm about work in which the materials 
: are all so choice. 1112 
. 
·~ 
l 
In his 1954 revised introduction Beach delineates the 
various positions of critics arranged categorically, con-
t· trasting those of the school of "pure" criticism (Ezra I i, 
Pound, Edmund 
Leavit?,., F. 0. 
Wilson, R. P. Black.mur, Percy Lubbock, F. R. 
. /. Matthiessen, F. W. Dupee) with those of the 
biographical-ideological school (Van Wyck Brooks, C. Hartley 
Grattan, Stephen Spender, Henry Seidel Canby, and others). 
Beach finds fault more frequently with the latter. More-
over, Beach attacks critics who endeavor to find ps:1crcJlogi-
~al motivation through autobiographical interpretation and 
who are offended by James 1 s lack of crnrmitment to social re-
form. 
That Henry James 1 s writings have been judged amoral 
seems only to attest, according to Beach, to the obtuseness 
> 
of those critics. Beach perceives James's moral nature, if 
subtle, yet pervasive: "Th.e labyrinths of the morel life 
are, I find, the most enthralling ways for the story teller 
to follow. The spell might be more intermittent., to be sure, 
if once the clue were lost; but with James the clue is very 
firmly held through the most blind and devious windings of 
·fi. 
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his labyrinth.nl3 
Certainly, James's metaphysical outlook defies a 
convenient tag; to various critics he is an idealist, or a 
realist, or a romanticist. He is not a Puritan; nor is he 
a Victorian. A pervasive moral code exists in his works, 
but didacticism is absent. Vast complexity prevents ,.:ritics 
..., ! I I L-. 
from pedantically pigeonholing the ideology of James.~· 
Van Wyck Brooks's The Pilgrimage of Henry James is an 
early biographical-critical study mainly concerned with a 
. 
view of James as ex-patriot. Recognized in its day with 
more respect than is currently accorded it, The Pilgrimage 
o~ Henry James is greatly limited by Brooks's own bias. 
Underlying Brooks's portrayal of James's literar~, talents 
I is Brooks 's own seldom latent contempt for Jarnes rs :fllrr:ht I 
I from the confines of American cultural, historica 1, anrJ 
,1:· •• 
literary background. Brooks belabors his concern for James 
the·· ex-patriot., who :forsakes tradition-impoverished, yet-
unproven America for the more rerined Old World • 
Biographical rather than critical in nature, The Pil-
grimage of Henry James explores James's family as well as 
James I s own life from· childhood. Of James' s father, Brooks 
comments that he "was a prophet without honor in his own 
country., a nomad by the nature of things: how c 01,J ld he permit his children to take root in the city of the Philistines. nlS 
Later, Brooks conveys what he feels represents James ts (JWn 
at,titude: "American life was a quicksand in which everything 
one held most dear was in peril of being engulfed and lost. 1116 
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Brooks proceeds through his work in this ve1n--hypo-
thetically assuming entry into James's mind, which affords 
him convenient ground for discovering beliefs and ideas 
-
8 
underlying James's action. Thus Brooks becomes in James1an 
terms an unreliable narrator. Brooks, in the na~e of 
patriotism, compromises his critical judgments throu~hout 
the book; in the following passage, typical of the tenor of 
his work, Bro·oks audaciously presents his own interpretation 
of Father James's choice of environment for rearing a family. 
., ' 'If London was impracticable., New York was irnpossible--that 
was su:f:ficiently clear. 1117 In the same vein Brooks contin-
ues to present his own doctrinaire suppositions as truth: 
'~merican life was a quicksand in which everything one held 
most dear was in peril of being engulfed and lost. At all 
hazards one's own children must be prevented from getting 
their feet entangled in it. Thus at the outset Henrv James ...... 
18 was shielded from any touch of the pro:ranum vulgus. 11 
Brooks continues, "America was a wilderness--it signi:tied 
nothing but calamity, destruction, oblivion."19 
He goes so far as to compare the npersonal bearing'' o~ 
Spencer Brydon' s encounter with the face of horror :Lr1 The 
Jolly·corner to James's thoughts of his possible fate had 
he remained in the United States. Clearly, Brooks is again 
guessing though he authoritatively presumes omniscience .. ~ 
"Who can doubt that it ~rydon's horrifying encounter with 
his alter ego] expresses a conviction which James himself". 
had never outlived, a conviction that, but for the grace o~ 
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Europe, his· life too would have ended in some monstrous 
fiasco. 1120 · Almost bitterly Brooks asserts, nTo the end o-f 
9 
his life, then, and however disenchanting his experience of . 
Europe may have been, America, to James, signified failure 
and destruction. It was the dark country, the sinis~er 
country, where. the earth was a quicksand, where arr.~a'tJle 
uncles ended in disaster, where men were turned into machines, 
where genius was subject to all sorts of inscrutable catas-
trophes. 1121 
The emptiness of James's personal life, furthermore, 
. entices Brooks in~o more speculation. "Yes, he makes the 
very substance of this art out o~ his own failure to grasp 
·the materials of it. "22 In popularizing this type of' criti- } 
cism, Van Wyck Brooks helps establish a precedent for 
viewing James a,s an eJipatriot and as the gentleman victim 
of the "unlived life" theme. 
'" 
' 
Had he not always been in danger of losing all that he had gained of England, England irreducible, the unconquerable? It had been 
.a choice for him of missing everythinr or ,:going under; and had he, in the end, ~"'eally :lived at all? That was the Beast in the Jungle, the fate that he had been rrarked for: he had been the man of h4s time, the man, to whom nothing on earth was to have · happenea.23 
This type or· prejudice toward the American ingrate, Henry 
James, permeates Brooks's book and, in the -end, vitiates 
objective critical analysis. , 
Parrington, another super-patriot, disparages Jemes•s 
egress in this complacent co11n11ent: ''Yet how unlike he is to 
Sherwood Ander~on, an authentic product of the American 
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co~sciousness! 1124 
Commenting on both Brooks and Parrington' s cri t1c1sn, of 
James, Rahv notes that Brooks is the more generous of the 
two. Whereas Parrington's attitude v;as forrr:ed by the uPopular 
spirit o:r the West," Brooks's is grounded in 11 the rr:oralisrn 
of New England. 11 Although Parrington rejects Jarr~e~ o}r:-.ost 
completely, Brooks recognizes in James the "value ar1d fideli-
ty to life of his earlier novels. 1125 
t 
Defending James's right to Europe, Herbert Croly, as 
early as 1904, advanced the hope that critical scholars 
would abandon the practice of denigrating James solely on 
the basis of his emigration. Croly cites reasons why the 
artist would leave his homeland and hopes logic will prevail 
in the minds of critics, allowing them to James on the 
quality and merit of his work. ''The great fact 3 ~·;,-...11 .. ?'-( c,".),.l'• *·1 ·--" .• ,._, .,.,.1 
.. .... • 
James is that wherever he lives, he is, above all, del~ber-
ately and decisively the individual artist. 1126 Rugged 
individualism was sweeping the country, but James was not 
-.,, 
concerned with the action-packed literature in demand in the 
United States at this time. Though James's works clearly do 
not have "popular" appeal, to the discerning they have sub-
stantial and universal appeal. "An achievement so extraor-
dinary and so individual as that of Henry James is absolutely 
its own justification, and American critics shot1 ld rec oRnize ' 
this plain condition by considering it chiefly upon its own 
merits, rather than upon its defects or effects." 27 
Likewise, Edna Kenton finds discussions of James•a 
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expatriation irrelevant and frivolous. James, es Kenton 
points out, knew and confessed the importance of an American. 
subject to his writing. Yet certain critics have overempha-
sized James's "struggle" between native r1orr:eland and adopted 
homeland disregarding not only the genius of his works but 
also James' s own implicit preference :for his American 
characters. Leveling a charge of provincialism at such 
critics, Kenton counters their American bias with a letter 
b~.,. James: 
I have not ••• the least hesitation in saying that I aspire to write in such a way that it would be impossible to an ot1t~~4er to say whether I am at a [iven n~orrent on American writing about England or a~ ~~~lish-man writing about America (deallnc az · do with both c ountr ie s., ) and far f x· orr. tie -~-:1[:, ashamed of such an ambiguity I should be exceedingly proud of it 3 for it would be highly civilizea.2b 
That Henry James was ''between" countries afforded him even • 
greater perception into American and English life. 
Another critic who disparages James, though for sanewhat 
different reasons, is Maxwell Geismar. His work, Henry James 
and the Jacobites, attempts to discredit Henry James and his 
followers, though his declared goal is to explore James's 
character, temperament, and literary a chie,;ernen t. 
In bitter opposition to the modern-day James cult, 
Geismar resolves to expose what he calls "the other Henry i i 
\ . ,,James • n29 The core of Geismer's vitriolic attack against I 
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James J:ies in his claim that James was not a major writer, 
not onl.y because of' the "narrow--if innnensely elevated--
range of his work; but because his chosen area of art was ' . I 
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completely artificial and fanciful; neither British nor 
American at base., but only compounded of adolescent, or 
preadolescent~. visions of what such a world should be 
like."30 
12 
.. James's and Geismar's conflicting assumptions about the 
relationship of art and lif'e and more generally a bc'_:t the 
nature of reality are but a small indication of their 
differences. Unlike the overly-refined, aristocratic, and 
moneyed world that Jamesian characters inhabit, Geismer's 
world wotild abound in naturalistic characters where out-
spokenness and brutality were the rule; where men were 
mere constructs of hereditary and environmental factors, 
where subjects were drawn primarily from the lower strata _, 
and described in nearly pathological terms. And Ja~es 
would certainly be as appalled by Geisrnar's world as 
Geismar is by his. 
As a naturalist himself, Geismar rejects the 
socio-economic status of James's leisure-class heroes 
and heroines. Repeatedly 3 Geismar fails to find James's 
characters (people who visit art galleries, travel, spend 
an afternoon drinking tea) real. 
Moreover., the lack of social concern in James's works 
causes much consternation to Geisma r. What James r,tl 01J 1 d no 
doubt label_ repulsive in naturalism, Geismar espouses. And 
conversely., James's interest, :ror example in the arts and 
people concerned with the arts, is politically repellent to 
Geismar, who finds such characters guilty of "conspicuous 
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13 
display and ostentatious consumption in the arts. ,,31 
Anticipating Geismar's attack, F. E. Smith claims that 
''socially-motivated charges have had their answer both in 
the technical achievement of James and in his constant theme 
of emotional, artistic, and spiritual refinement--a theree 
of great potential value to our businessman's cultt1re. It 
need hardly be stressed here that correct socio-political 
attitudes do not insure personal fulfillment.n3 2 
Dorothea Krook deftly replies to the socially-conscious 
critics who are alarmed by James's apparent lack of concern 
for the masses. Krook maintains that James 1 s "criticism 
of life is also and at the same time e criticism of society." 
,, While James depicts the ''ultimate sources of power in the 
society,"33 the moneyed classes, they are nonetheless, 
representative of society. Almost as if in re-ft1tat~Lon of 
Geis~r 's attack on Jamesian characters, ( the n1one~:.~ed, 
aristocratic European strain or else the uninhibited inno-
cent American 'breed) Krookt~ states: 
. r 
James's millionaires and heiresses have in his novels exactly the same dramatic f 1 :1ction as the kings, queens and pr~Lnces i.n ::·:-~a~:es-p ear e ' s plays . They a re t rep 1e1 e s :-= ri t 2 ·t : ".J e ' of a 11 humanity in the rnod er r1 \·J or l ,j i r: f:: :,:2 ~, ~: J ~l the same sense as Sha1'cespea re ts }·:inr~~., :-:·_:eens A>. 
--· 
.... 
., a nd p r inc e s a r e r e p r e s en ta t i .. v e : =- n ~- r~: c, :-: e n s e that they are the ac}~no1lJledged s2rrrJ~;c)~2 f' Supreme Powe and re "t1· ,....e 1· n tr:P-i .. ,... :"~~ .,,.........;i--'.i -~ p+y T p .-::i ~ G ~ 1 •. '- ~ l . - ,_, --- ~- -- v - , and are therefore 'the glass of fash~on and the mould of form, the ob~erv'd of the observers. 1 34 
In another prong of his attack, G-eismar points to James' s 
treatment of woman and sex.35 According to Geismar, Ja~es 1 s 
vie~i o:r womanhood is essentially one of, innocence, purity, .: ~j ;; 
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and sweetness. For his own convenience Geismar blithely 
ignores James's dark women: Christina Light, Henrietta 
Stackpole, Madame Merle, Mrs. Gerth, Mona Brigs tock, and 
others. 
Geisrnar does not feel tha·t Jamesian characters are 
real because of their socio-economic status. Real nPcnle 
- .. 
14 
for Geismar are., by implication, the struggling lower 
classes.36 Yet the interplay of James 1 s characters yields 
such universal themes as the acquisition of property and 
wealth, the vicariousness of human relationships, the 
initiation of the innocent into a world of evil, and moral 
complexity. The f'ailure of Geismar to see Jarnesian char-
acters as real ··is a failure o:f his own imagina·ti,:Jn. 
Again Geismar's charge of artificiality in James rests 
~-up on the critic's own limited perception. What Geismar 
misses in his claim of artificiality is what is seerr,ingly 
at the very heart of James: that people play games, live 
behind ,a set of' forcefully inconsistent pretenses, say one 
thing and either think or do the exact opposite. Although 
James is portraying the real veiled by the artificial, 
Geismar sees only the appearance or artificial surface and 
gets no farther. 
Finally Geismar criticizes James's means of narration 
through use of the central intelligence. This method for 
Geismar reduces the artist to manipulator status. His case 
is The Wings of the Dove in which "James himself is handling 
and manipulating every one of them for the purposes of his 
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own highly plotted melodrama. ,,37 This charge of manipula-
tion is leveled at the major phase of James's works: "No 
character in the later James fiction ••• can lead either 
a normal or a full life because James was in absolute 
control of their behavior, their thought, their being; 
I and James had no other life except this fabricated and I 
\ manipulated world of his fiction. 11 38 I . I 
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Ford Madox Ford's discussion of James refutes Geismar•s 
complaint that James concerned himself with only one aspect 
' 
of life. Ja¥1es "knew consummately one form of life; to that 
he restricted himself. 1139 Although James was acquainted 
with the life style of the agricultural poor, he did not 
know it to the extent that he could write of it 11,itr1 total 
Jamesian awareness. James never attempted to 11Jr i te a t::=~'J t 
-that which he did not understand fully. But of what 1-ie knew I j . he gave "an immense--and an increasingly tragio-picture of 
. I 
i 
I 
·. ' 
a ·leisured society that is fairly unavailing, materialist, 
emasculated--an.d doomed. No one was more aware of all that 
than he. ,,4o One could not ask more of a wr 1 ter than to 
write about what he knew. 41 
Geismar's claim that James was ignorant of social ills 
of the day is answered beauti:fully by Lebowitz: 0 The 
heroism of the single suffering soul must always supercede 
42 that of a struggling social evolution./ 
.'!. Finally, Anderson's The American James offers a basic 
background of intellectual sources and moral framework for 
· the writer and the man. Anderson possesses a certain type 
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of keen perception which permits him, unlike Brooks, Ge1smar., ';--, ~ . .:' 
a~d others, to view James "as a moralist, a moralist of a 
particular sort, who emerged from a particula:r sense. 04 3 ~-~; 
~ ~ 
. 
~~mes, moreover, Anderson maintains, remained steadfastly ~ -l .. ,. ' 
~rue to the "moral claims of literaturet1 in an age which ., , 
did not. 
Both Broo~s and Anderson would weigh paternal influence 
heavily. The difference., however., is that ultimately }3rcoks 
discredits James and hence his father's influence whereas 
Anderson ultimately accredits them. Anderson asserts that 
James's paternal inheritance was the 11 necessary condition 
"- i Qt his achievement.," and through this inherited view of the 
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n~ture of man and the human condition, James was enabled to 
realize his artistic potential.44 
The foregoing arguments advanced against James by 
several cr,itics are representative of the types of arguments 
leveled at him. While it is important to note that the 
voice of the dissenting critics is small, it is more impor-
tant to note that those who detract--do so on other than 
aesthetic grounds. Their attacks are glaringly inappro-
priate and clearly misguided. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
In discussions, the themes of critics have ranged f'ra,, 
pronouncedly autobiographical interpretations (en ensnaring 
trap for many critics) to thematic comparisons of "The 
Beast in the Jungle" to James's other works and to the works 
of other wr-i ters as well. I will discuss tee t1nia1Je s of 
thematic development (speci~icelly, imagery) as well as the 
relationship between theme and character. And finally I 
will note variations· upon major themes. 
The theme of "The Beast in the Jungle'' had been re-
corded in James's notebooks a number of years before he 
began the novella. Edel refers to an entry in James's 
notebook of' February of 1895 which is a nseries of fan-
tasies. • ••• dealing with the pain of frustratl_on and 
the search for solace. 1145 In another fancy James nondered, 
"What is there in the idea of Too Late--of some friencsrLiP 
or passion or bond--sorne affection long desired and waited 
for, that is formed too late ••• a passion that might 
have been. 11 And this idea led James to reflect upon the 
wasted life: "the westing of life is the implication ot 
death. 1146 A year earlier James noted in e similar fantasy, 
relationships in a love triangle in which the participants• 
experiences implied themes of 11:fe-in-deeth and death-in-
life. 
From these reticular fantasies evolves the germ of 
''The Beast in the Jungle": ''the theme of 'too late,' the 
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theme of death-in-life, the theme of waste, the understanding 
woman with an 'identity of sensation, of vibration ••• the 
Pain of Sympathy. 11147 The theme of the unlived life, which 
recurs in the recorded fantasies, recalls James's own per-
sonal conflict in his choice of the celibate '~ife, a point 
' 
tediously made by many critics. 
Edel recounts the words of James' s :frienci,., William 
Dean Howells., 71 Live all you can," which served to challenge 
J·ames 1 s own choice of life and which later bore li tersry 
fruition in The Ambassadors. In the Fifth Book of this 
novel Lambert Strether, middle-aged, advised his younger 
friend: "Live all you can; it's a mistake not to. It 
doesn't so much matter what you do in partic1Jlar, so long 
have li:fe. If haven't had that \•,hat ' 
as you your you ng ~JP ... . ,,,.,,_.. 
had. L. e, n48 this affirmation ' . ~,,_ ~ 
you From r:,..,..e,· • • • l. V • r-- .... . It ~-. ~ 1 " ........ 
·=""' 
.. 
Beast.in the Jungle, 11 yet it retained all the elements asso-
ciated with the older fantasies of death-in-life. 
James, in his preface to 11 The Beast in the Jungle," 
grouped it with his quasi-supernatural tales in the New York 
edition, claiming he could not recall the origin of the story. 
Because the story grew out of a network of fantasy over a 
period of years, Edel supports James's claims, pointl_!1r' out 
that Marcher is a variation upon other characters--such as 
Winterbourne of Daisy. MJller and Marmaduke of "Maud-Evelyn." 
Not wedded to death, as in the case of Marmaduke, but to 
I fear, Marcher emerges as the "most terror-inspiring of these I. 
\ impotent and frustrated men. He is af'ra id to 11 ve. 1149 I I I 
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19 
One critic claims the supernatural element is indirectly 
perceived in the story in which nthe mystic, undefinable 
force is caught up in some aesthetically perceptive form 
that makes a .strong impression, and this imnression is 
intensely received by one or more characters.n50 The story 
has only vaguely a supernatural element, of course; it 
should be read not in supernatural terms but rather in 
\, ~ terms of psychological aberration and extreme egoism. 
Many critics point to the close th.ematic tie that ''The 
Beast in the Jungle 11 shares with The Ambassadors. Charles 
Hoffmann claims: 11 The theme of The Ambassadors--discover-
ing too late that one has missed out on experience in 
life--is carried to its ultimate in The Beast in the Jungle, 
published in the same year. 11 51 Dorothea Krook, in a con-
trast of these two works, feels that the 
·.i.:.. •. 
pervasive irony of The Ambassadors is com-pletely absent in 'The Beast in the .Junr:le'J here the pain of the 'too late' experien:e is not annihilated, and John Marcher'~ final recognition of the loss and waste of :a life not lived fails to be redeerr,e,j 1-~,r r . \ the act of recognition; and tr1e ant~t:i~r"': and remorse he suffers in the rrtom.e11t~ at r1~a~1 
' Bartram 1 s grave are, in a ,:,a:l virtt1al_ly unique in James's writing up to th1s point, 52 as painfully raw as they are in life itself. 
Clearly,. there cis this difference to which Miss Krock alludes, 
and perhaps this is but an indication of the even greater dif-
ferences of the~ men., Marcher and Strether, and their v1 er }.d s. ,, 
For Marcher lives in the small, closed world of his 1-tr7" . .:_ted 
consciousness plagued by phobic fears and hopes; and as 
Mis.s Krook suggests, the result of his revela-tion is devas-
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tating. Unlike Marcher, Strether functions in a real world 
wherein his recognition is the result of continual growth 
of insight. His g!'adual realization leaves him a wiser man 
who can at least advise others "to liven even if his lifettme 
of deferred living leaves him compromised. Unlt}:e tr--:at in 
The Ambassador's, the theme in "The Beast in the . ' ' JtJ r~,:~ ~ .. e is 
confined "to a single personal relationship and a single 
central situation. 11 53 James was "not hesitating to give 
the experience in a comparatively raw, crude state, before 
embarking on its definitive rendering in the novel. 11 54 Con-
curring with other critics, Krook believes that "The Beast 
in the Jungle" is "a deliberately tragic version of The 
Ambassadors. n55 
Vaid notes a thematic similarity present in "The Bea st 
in the Jungle" and "The Altar of the Dead"--although p.;::t~1ts 
of contrast are equally noticeable. Whereas Stransom's 
obsession is with the past, Marcher's is with the future. 
"The difference., however, is that Stransom's obsession has 
a liberating and enriching influence; Marcher's obsession 
only drains hiS spirits and emotions. 11 56 
The thrust of the theme, Krook claims, is on the power 
to receive love more than the power to give it. In James's 
gentlemanly egoists (Strether, Marcher, and Brydon) llthe 
: capacity to receive love would already by itself be a suffi-. i . i I . 
. : J cient sign of renunciation of the false gods--the miss ions, 
·· ·\tii, ambitions, scruples and decorums--they have been pursuing to . . , : :.~·.p!J . 
. 1~· their ruin., and therefore the first sign also of their : :l=:,,_· ;- i r : \; . 
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recognition of' and submission to the law of love."57 Be~ore 
one is able to give love he must be able to accept it from 
others. Of the three Marcher is the outstanding example of ~ 
-
a man who cannot accept love. For clearly Marcher r=: a r1n ct 
receive love for the sake of love; rather, he takes the suon-
taneous acts of love from Miss Bartram as if from a n trr,n " oa 0 .... ~, .... .. 
Almost as if to insure the steady flow of Miss Bartram's 
generosity, Marcher is careful to note what and how much he 
should be certain to return. His customary birthday gift 
is a fine example of the voluntary efforts he rnade to·ward 
selflessness: "he had brought her his customary offe :r :_ng, 
;.· having known her now long enough to have establisr-:ec1 a 
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·hundred small traditions. It was one of his prcc;-r~ t:o hicm-
self, the present he made her on her birthday, that he hadn't 
sunk into real selfishness. 11 58 And as if in further check 
of selfishness., Marcher was "regularly careful to pay for 
· it [ the gift] more than he thought he could afford. n59 
Because he does not know how to receive love truly, he can 
only return such acts of love judicially. 
The way in which Marcher views their relationship illus-
trates another emerging theme conveyed metaphorical:y through 
property-ownership motifs. His relationship to her, what 
Martin Buber terms "I-it.," functions further in the projec-
tion of the theme of "the unpardonable sin"-- to be discussed 
later. When Marcher first met Miss Bartram et Weatherend, 
he conceived of her as 
working, a remunerated 
' \. 
f 
part of the property there, ''al.most a 60 part. 11 Unlike Marcher, however, 
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"she was making no claim on him. n6l 
The idea of her possession of ''the truth" end his subse-
quent possession of her life and soul imply a kind of uncon-
scious vampirism in his approach to the relationship. "Saue-
how the whole question was a new luxury to hirn--that is fra11 
the moment she was in possession • • • • What he ~elt was that 
-he couldn't at present have begun to tell her, 
profit perhaps exquisitely by the accidents of havinf~ rJone 
so o:f old. 1162 To his pleas, 11Don't leave me now, 1163 she 
replies, "I' 11 watch with you. 1164 
Marcher regards the :foundation o:f their relationship 
, .. a .. piysterious fate" which "he would count ••• e compensa-
tion and p:rofit by it to the utmost. 1165 And in an infrequent 
attempt to thank May for her companionship, for the extent to 
which she has renounced 
"How shall I ever repay 
her own 
66 you?" 
life for him, Marcher queries, 
The motif of acquisition is established in the setting 
of the story at Weatherend with the crowd gathered there 
honoring "the d·ream of acquisition" as they admired and 
coveted the objects displayea. 67 The crowd's obsession with 
- the. material treasures foreshadows the way in which Marcher 
treats Miss Bartram as a possession, failing to think of her 
as a human being. Just as unthinkingly, unconsciously, he 
''buys her of~," he also exploits her. He is not -in'+~er1t:-onally 
unkind or cruel to her; in fact, he probably regards r1~rr:sc:lf 
as intentionally kind to her, at times. But the ooint is .. 
that Marcher treats Miss Bartram as a ''remunerated part'' 
·,;,: 
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which can best serve him if given token signs of gratitude. 
~ Marcher's concern for Miss Bartram reveals even more 
egotism: he worries that her "curiosity isn't being pert1C.--
cularly repaid. 1168 Later he believes that she has "some-
thing more to give him, 11 69 though in her illness he fears 
that there is "scant service left" to him. 70 Even af'ter 
her death Marcher continues to regard her in ter~s ,..... ::JI own-
ership. Before her gravestone he finds her greeting "in 
things that have closely belonged to us and which seem to 
;:,-
confess of themselves to the connection. The plot of ground, 
the graven tablet~ the tended flowers affected him so as 
belonging to him that he resembled ~or the hour a contented 
landlord reviewing a piece of property. n?l 
Marcher's exploitation of May calls to several critics• 
minds similarities to Hawthornesque characters and themes. 
The theme of "the unpardonable sin,tt the violation of the 
dignity of another human being, has been applied to this 
story. Although James allows Marcher to use Miss Bartram, 
James provides us with enough grounds to pity rather than 
d.ondemn Marcher. Two particular a spec ts, Marc her' s blind-
ness and his tragic recognition, attest to his guilt through 
negligence as opposed to fully conscious willfulness involved 
in Hawthorne's concept of guilt. 
Hoffmann finds the thematically similar "Ethen Brand" 
different from "The Beast in the Jungle 11 in its method of 
treatment. Unlike the allegorical "Ethan Brand", 11 The 
Beast in the Jungle'' is symbolic and imagistic. Devoid ot 
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the moralistic overtones in "Ethan Brand'', 11The Beast in 
the Jungle'' is primarily ironic.72 
/' Dupee conn11ents upon editors' suggestions thet Ethan 
24 
1i~ Brand served as antecedent for the d onne; of 11 Tr1e B·2a st in 
the Jungle • " '·'But Marcher is an Ethan Brand w!10 , na s, so to 
speak, read Pater, if not James himself; and for hirr~ +r.p v.._•""-' 
Unpardonable Sin consists in his refusing life under the 
·impression that he is being reserved for 'something rare 
and strange,' some fate that will involve his having 'felt 
and vibrated • • • more than anyone else.' n73 
Marcher's blindness, conveyed in patterns of dark 
image·ry, is contrasted with knowledge whicr-1 iTiay 3.artrarr. 
ultimately perceives., conveyed in the imagery of l ~ £7~-.t. 
Although the technique of chiaroscuro in this story had 
received little or no attention from the critics, it readily 
illustrates the increasing blindness which enshrouds Marcher. 
His existence is described as nunder the shadow" and 
his failure-laden life is depicted as "the dark ,;~ lley. 1175 
Through the darkness of his ignorance shined the nmysticsl 
76 irresistible light" of Miss Bartram's kno\a;ledge. "Almost 
as white as wax''--an nimpenetrable sphinx, wr1ose head, or 
indeed all whose person, might have been powdered \~~tt sil-
ver," Miss Bartram knew the answer to the riddle which -
clothed Marcher in darkness; 77 and so her eyes with "e 
strange cold light" held the wisdom which he, in :frustration, 
could not divine.78 As the climax approaches, she is in-
creasingly associated with whiteness and with light, Marcher 
• ~ .... -.~-,~ ---'•''c• • ·--.--~" -•---· •-
• .- - ~ 
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with darkness. 
-.,__, 
Vital changes-of circumstance alter the relationship: 
Miss Bartram realizes the true nature of the beast; Marcher 
thinks that Miss Bartram knows something and is purposefully 
denying him her new wisdom; Miss Bartram is in poor health • .._ 
The hint of her knowledge and her health startled :r1:arc:r-1er 
with an awareness of the gulf which had come between them. 
When midway through the novella Miss Bartram herself ex-
pressed his own fears regarding her ill health, Marcher 
:felt "somehow the shadow of a change. 
• • • He inunediately 
began to imagine aggravations and disasters, and above all 
to think of her peril as the direct menace for himself of 
personal privation. 1179 If he considered his feelings regard-
ing her loss in terms of his own selfish needs, he c orEf ,"Jr ted 
himself with an expression o:f his "unselfish II syrr:pa tr~/ t: 1-1a t 
she would die without knowing his fate. "This indeed ,0a~.re 
him one of those partial recoveries of equanimity that were 
agreeable to him--it showed him that what was still first in 
his mind was the loss she herself might suffer. 'Whet if she 
80 should have to die before knowing., before seeing--?'" This 
exemplifies his incapability of regarding her innate hums n • 
worth except as it related to him. Marcher couldn't transcend 
himself. 
t 
From the start of their renewed acquaintance et Weather-
end May Bartram's voice "worked the mirac le--the impress ion 
operating like the torch of a lamplighter who touches into 
flame, one by/one, a long row of' gas-jets. 1181 Into Marcher's 
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lonely life she had offered her own light. And like the 
light she brought to his life, even her name, May Bertram, 
symbolized the reawakening she offered Marcher in their 
renewed acquaintance. But Marcher, shutting out the exter-
nal world and restricting himself whenever possible to his 
own consciousness, was caught in a static pres[~nt, 
awaiting his future. Marcher, like one continual rl· '.:1 r , .... h .... t.,..... ~ . , 
lived in a period of transition and of anticipation for 
the rebirth which never occurred. 
The darkness of his void found Marcher wrestling with 
· · "the long shadow in which he had lived. n82 The truth ., 
which Miss Bartram possessed represented a light of salva-
tion from his own darkness. In his inability to comprehend 
her references to his fate Marcher reproached her: "You 
give me no more light on it, you abandon rne. n83 And in her 
ill health he reflected, "her light at any instant might go 
out. u84 
.~ 
Though he.persisted in questioning her during her 
illness, he failed to find any revelation in her answers. 
Still he waited. 
• It had become, suddenly, from her movement and attitude, beautiful and vivid to him that she had something more to ~:Lve r1·l_1;.; her wasted face delicately shone with it--it g 1 it t e r e a a lm o s t a s ,\1 it h t 1~1 e ,1J r"; ~- t, e }_ '.J st re of silver in her expression. She was ri~ht, incontestably, for what he saw ~n her face was the truth, and strangely, withoct ~anse-quence., while their talk of it as dreac1f'Jl was still in the air, sh~ appeared to present it as inordinately soft.b5 
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When on ~her deathbed she revealed, ''It has touched 
you, n86 and moments later, nwe 're here," Marcher's future 
became his pa.st. 87 In the realization that the lifelong, 
yearned-for event has actually occurred., Marcher's mind 
has now turned backwards in wonderment. Ironica J_ly, after 
spending half his life in speculating what the future held 
for him, he was now left with the enigma of discovering 
what it was • 
• .. 
J During their final talk Miss Bartram was egein asso-
ciated with light imagery--"he stared an instant--stared 
as if' some light, hitherto hidden, had shimmered across 
her vision. u8S But he only caught the gleam--becorning 
enshrouded in his own characteristic ''darkness and 17.loom . .. B9 
Her last words attested to her supreme sacrifice as t~e 
fa'ith:ful though unrequited lover: "I would live for you 
still--if I could. . • • But I can't. u90 The self le s snes s 
of her love is vividly contrasted with Marcher's self-love. 
Her truth, her light which Marcher could not perceive 
was buried by the "darkness of death. n9l As he kneeled 
before her tomb, "her two names became a pair of eyes that 
didn't know him. He gave them a last long look, but no 
palest light broke. 1192 
Marcher was finally struck with a sense of his own 
. sterility. He lost his· own limited passion for 1 ife. ''The 
lost stuff of consciousness became thus for him as a stra\red ,. 
or stolen child to an unappeasable father. n93 In his unquiet 
state of mind, in his endeavors to find himself, Marcher 
travelled. Before departing, how~ver, he returned to May 
• 
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Bartram's grave. Her death had ironically occurred in the t 
spring. In revisiting her grave ~1a re her hoped to find sa:ue 
consolation, even a reawakening in his own life. As he had 
once lived in the future, he now lived in the nast~ so his 
visits to her grave symbolize the epitome of what the past 
-y 
ha a held • '~', 
/ 
• 
• 
More ironical than a life spent in future hopes and ,'! • 
past despairs was the realization that he availed himself 
too late of the innate value of May Bartram. Though she 
had spent the last years of her life living his with him, 
he did ot appreciate the value of her life till it ceased. 
Whereas she devoted herself to Marcher during her life, he, 
too late, would do likewise for her in her death. 
But his grief was not to abate before he had come to 
the final realization that he had missed out on life. Re-
turning to the grave which held his alter eso, he wes 
; overcome with his own death-wish. "If he could have done 
that moment as he wanted he would simply have stretched 
himself on the slab that was ready 
as a place prepared to receive his 
to take him, treating it 
r~4 1 a s t s 1 e e o . 11 .. , B tJ t t r1 e 
-~ 
grief-stricken emotions of a true mourner offered the r:ul-
mination of his self-awe rene s s - -of John Ma re her 's "a r 1- J -end. 11 
No passion had ever touched him, for t~~-z ~as W ha t Pa S S i On me a nt • 'rh f:i ~ i r }-,; ..... -+- ~ n .... ·~ ·· 8 d • • • _.,_ ._ ...__,. ~-,.. ...,._ iJ,-ij ,. .. l ..•. , \.-' .. s. L 1. • ;,. .. ': 
. ' ' ju s t me t h i s e v e s name d t o h i rr. , ,~ :::: ~. r1 : ,:) ·: ~- r:: r s V 
-Of a qu l. ck f 1 am e s om e th 1.· n c 1r'": p 1~. a ,,...; ·· · -~- -· ,:-, 1~ - · -' • t~. ... .. ,¥_.. ;,._ ... '··- "~-·.!. 
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-·· .... "~ - ~ -·. ' ;, .... , ins a n e 1 y rn i s s e d , a n c1 \'J ha t r1 c 1-~ a c3 rr. ~- :"°' : ,~- ; : : . 8 J e the s e th i ng s a t r a in of f i r e ., re a cl c: t, r-: c It·. :-- Fi -:: k them s e 1 v e s in an a n all :L sh of in ri~J a r c1 :: : . :r -_~'. ·:· r~ . :i e '---" had seen outside of his life, not learned ~t within, the way a woman was mourned when she had been loved for herself .•.• 95 
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Marcher has learned a lesson of life. The dark shadows 
expired in the blaze of this new knowledge. ''Now that the 
illumination had begun, it blazed to the zenith, and what 
he presently stood there gazing at was the sounded void of 
his life~ n96 The:· sudden horror of' his recognition is that 
she "was his visitation, 11 and his own blinding egot.isrr., his 
narrow cons~iousness prevented his ever realizing it.J7 
One of the purposes of the previously-cited textual 
~ 
passages is to establish certain facts about John Marcr1er 
which designate him as en immoral man different in kind 
· from Hawthorne·sque men of evil·who deliberately follow a 
premeditated course of evil. Marcher misses out on or puts 
.. off all courses of action available to him while waiting 
for his fate. As one critic has claimed., nMarcher stands 
for un-Faust, for man the crowd, not the hero of exoeri-
ence. n98 One can only surmise what Marcher as an ··active" 
character would be like: however, there is no indication 
that he would be a man of evil in Hawthorne's sense. "He 
is the tragic, the terrible intensification of all those 
Jamesian heroes who miss out because they lack the ability 
to make the decisive gesture of gathering life into their 
hands."99 In ultimately granting Marcher tragic-hero status, 
we are attesting not only to his great despair and anguish 
but also to his self-recognition, his growth. The climax 
~ and his subsequent recognition, in the Aristotelian sense, 
locate him as a human being on a scale which does not admit 
to comparison with such men es Giacomo Rappscc1n1, Ethan 
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Brand, Aylmer, and Chillingsworth. 
Having dispensed with critical comparisons of Marcher 
to the evil men o:f Hawthorne, we move on to other canpari-
sons of James to Hawthorne. One theme, spe('·ir'"'·1 c~aJ_ly, is 
similarly used by the two men--that of ''the conm:on tJondq or 
doom. Fussell emphasizes thematic s~milarity in Hawthorne 
("the common bond and destiny'') and in James ("the corrJT.on 
doom") which can be summed up generally in Hawthorne as "the 
issue of isolation versus comrnunion."100 In James the theme 
of "the common doom" receives its ultimate rendering in '1 T·he 
Beast in the Jungle" with May Bartram's attempted entrance 
into the life of John Marcher running counter to the theme 
of isolation and withdrawal which he embodies. When she 
suggests that love might be that fate for which he is des-
tined, John Marcher assures her that he has been in love, end 
it hasn't proved to be "overwhelrning."101 
Fussell differentiates between Marcher's and Miss 
Bartram's concept of love. In this antithesis of attitude--
"love as the titillation of the isolated self vs. love as 
the extinction of the self through commitment to others''--the 
two characters are portrayea. 102 
I 
Marcher is not capable of perceiving the true meaning 
of l,ove even when she dies. In fact, he does not conc~e~_~ve 
of her death as significant enough to qualify as that r-reat 
fate he had dedicated his life to attending. 11 It wasn't e 
thing of monstrous order; not a fate rare and distinguished; 
not a stroke of fortune that overwhelmed and immortalized; 
it had only the stamp of common doom. But poor Marcher at 
'*' 
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this hour judged the common doom sufficient. ,,l03 
A year later the full meaning of her death leaps out at 
Marcher; the Jamesian lesson is "that experience is suffering, 
or passion, and that annihilation 
is a fate available to anyone who 
of selfishness throu~h love 
,...,___,; 
will accept it. "104 When 
the full and final realization of the emptiness of his ~wn o 
life and the meaningless sacrifice of hers dawns on Marcher, 
theJimpact is devastating. 
The Swedenborgian term vastation, the destruction of 
false self-hood, is frequently at play in Jamesian experi-
ence--generating a sense of corrunon humanity. Real love can 
-be as ~fficacious as death in providing the devastating 
• 1 05. exp er 1.enc e . .J.,- ·. 
This vision of the conm1on doom brings into play ''a 
vision of mankind as a passionate suffering body, in which 
love, sorrow and death are all tangled together, and in 
which individual men are reduced to the equality in which, 
• 
. · paradoxically, they find their highest distinction. 11106 The 
vision remains however an affirmation of life-- for it is 
what men share in common rather than what divides them that 
is ''valuable and moving. nl07 
Glauco Cambon' s approach would best be ter1ued thematic 
since his discussion centers on the ides of renunciatinn with 
its P~·ri tan legacy. "Negative gesture" is the phrase Cambon 
uses to convey a renunciation of one way of life which in 
turn a·ffords an affirmation of value. ''The act of renuncia-
tion gives a peculiar twist to the crucial 1nnocence--exper1-
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ence alternative; it is as if experience were not discarded 
but negated and burned in the mind along with innocence, in~ 
a transcending:effort. 11108 Jamesian women--Meggie Verver, ~ 
Isabal Archer, Bessie Alden, Catherine Sloper, and Milly 
Theale avail themselves of such renunciation: the culmina-
tion of this tendency appears in May Bartram. 
Cambon traces "negative gesture" from its Puri tan 
beginnings through its Hawthornesque ancestry to James. 
Frequently thi~ typically Puritan renunciation by a Jarnesian 
woman follows the exploitive encounter with a selfish man; 
Ethan Brand is John Marcher's "occult :father.nl09 In his 
.use of' social and psychological motivation, James is closer 
to Hawthorne than he is to Swedenborg, who is credited with 
influencing James to a great extent. Inward n1otivattcn 
rather than 0;_utward history is responsible for cha ra ·: te r. llO ~ 
Cambon uses Catherine Sloper in Washington Sq~are, 
whose situat··ion and character are readily comparable to May 
Bartram's to illustrate the principle of negative gesture. 
When Miss Sloper renounces Morris Townsend's too-late offer 
to rekindle the old relationship, her negative gesture is 
really an affirmation of the innate value of her own life--
too long sacrificed to status-seeking whims of Townsend. 
Likewise, May Bartram has sacrificed the greater pert Lon of 
her life to help Marcher see his fate through. But in a rrore 
real sense she has striven to communicate, though implicttly", 
'· 111 the greater meaning of their watch. Cambon cites the 
reason why Miss Bartram cannot simply rectify their problem 
' 
33 
of communication--a point most critics do not reckon with: 
"The only means she can use to save him is whet Eliot would 
call 'a word o:f no speech and speech without word,' for 
merely to tell him that she loves him, and that the only 
·way out of his beast-ridden jungle is to return her love, 
,': ~ would be to violate, and therefore destroy, the purity of 
/ 
112 this p.assion." Marcher's love must come from his heart--
self-induced--to be o:f any value to May B-artrarr .• 
In their final meeting before her death, Msy wordlessly 
alludes to their fate through the emblematic old clock with 
the firel~ss chimney-place near which Marcher stands. 
Marcher fails to interpret the look on her face, the mean-
ing in her few words, her movement toward him as she grasps 
the shelf for support, while the clock marks time. May 
Bartram's refusal to answer Marcher's question specifically 
is her supreme negative gesture which 11 affirms lif'e more 
intensely than any cheap adjustment could.nll3 Cambon's 
comparison between Hawthorne and James is more 
drawn than other critics' comparisons of the two artists. 
~ Honig goes to great lengths to reed the substitute 
sacrifice in the Dionysian myth into "The Al tar of the Dead," 
"The Jolly Corner," and 0 The Beast in the Jungle." Although 
he makes some valid assessments of "The Bee st in the Jungle, 11 
his attempt to cast these Jamesian stories into the mold of 
Dionysus myth is contrived and far-fetchea. 114 
In "The Beast in the Jungle 11 May Bartram is sacr1:f1ced 
to 1Marcher's heroic ideal, his belief in his peculiar fate. l • 
• 
... 
". 
For if his secret is so inviolable that 
, it cannot be 'publicized,' then Miss Bar-tram's acceptance of it, her wjllinrness t o w a t ch f or it s rn a n if e s ta t i o 11 ",·J ~Lt }-·. 1-. :~ ~: , proves the extent to which s~e has be:ome part of himselfe And so if' an:/ part sf her own life matters thereafter, it ~~ that part which she is willing to [ive over to him in order to witness the a~£~ar-ance of his potentially altered self.~~ 
When the years prove Marcher a false hero, May, still 
protecting him, refuses to acknowledge Marcher's deepest 
fears about his f'ate as truth. So "behind Miss Bartram's 
devotion--ironically lurks the vision of_her own sacrifice 
to the 'beast in the jungle . • 11116 
Honig's key words in characterizing the relationship 
are servitude and patronage. Marcher is selfish, ·oJ:i.nd, 
unconscious. Marcher is a ''defaced hero" who sacrif:_(:es 
"not only Miss Bartram, the substitute-agent, the reflec-
~ tion of the ideal, but the 'child' of faith, born of her .. .. 
·, 
' •; 
servitude. nll7 And so the '' 'merciful fraud' approaches 
. 
118 simple slaughter'' because of Marcher's blindness. 
Critics' differing thematic emp11a s es ere evident from 
their varying interpretations. Several rnode~n-day critics ' 
have noted the existential themes of isolation, loneliness, 
spiritual emp-t;;iness, and problems with self-identit:t 
jected in the character of John Marcher whereas more tradi-
tion-bound critics stress the theme of "too late" or the 
"wasted life.'' The inability ''to seell or ''to love" has been 
called the central theme, as well; yet one critic claims the 
' 
emphasis rests on the power, or rather lack of power 1n 
Marcher's case., to receive love. That death, joy, and sorrOII 
l 
' ' ··~- ~. --. 
'· 
•· 
intertwine throughout man's lifetime makes the 11 CCllWlon 
doom" man's birthright. .And whereas the ''conunon doom" 
serves as an equalizer in sparing no one of life's pain 
and J~, it also provides the experiences which allow a 
man to develop most fully his humanity. A final treatment 
of theme is in the concept of the "negative gesture" in 
which the renunciation of one life, as in the case of May 
Bartram, is the affirmation of another way of life. Al-
' 
though different critics have emphasized varying themes, 
"The Beast in the Jungle" in its depth and complexity 
supports in different degrees all the above themes. 
35 
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CHAPTER THREE 
,. . 
', 
This chapter deals with the textual and critical 
material pertaining to the two characters--John Marcher 
and May Bartram. Although critics generally conceive 
of Marcher as an egotistical, self-centered misfit and 
Miss Bartram as a stoical, patient motherly saint, certain 
critics offer widely varied interpretations of the two 
characters. As· will be pointed out from time to time a 
number of critics erroneously link John Marcher to Henry 
James and even suggest that autobiographical elements 
· dominate the· story. 
Most critical analyses of "The Beast in the Jungle'' 
focus upon character. If in earlier discussions I have 
dealt with critics and the text relative to character, 
it is virtually impossible not to refer to most aspects 
of the story without reference to character. 
Howells comments on the technique of characterization 
in three of James' s works, but his conn11ents really apply 
to James 1 s characterization generally. 
.•. 
. What he does is simply to show you those people mainly on the outside, as you rr.ainly see people in the VclOrld, and to J_et, :tou d l. V l0 ne th em a. n d the i· r e n d Q f' r nrr, "".J }-, a- ..;_ + r-i ;::,. y h_., .......... ..__... 1 J ;. v~ _ .: c ,. __ ; ...... • ,,,_ .._ 
~-d o a n d s a y . They a r e p r e s en t e cJ VJ i_ ·t I-1 .L r1 f i -nite pains; as far as their appearance (though they are -very little descr~'tJf'.d) goes, you are not suffered to make a n:is-takeo But he does not; anal"lZ·~ -thPrr. ·for V you; rather he synthesizes the~, and carefully hands them over to you in a sort of' integrity very uncommon in the characters of fiction.119 
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Edmund Wilson, in discussing James's male characters, 
claims that James's men often miss out on life through 
"timidity or caution or through heroic renunciation. 11120 
. . 121 Of course, Marcher epitomizes Wilson 1 s generalization. 
Another cr,..tic, F. E. Smith, complains that !'(ar,::her 
is neither the conventional hero of yore nor a modern 
picaresque. Marcher neither acts nor ruminates; his life-
time is devoted to his consciousness--but his conscious-
ness delves not- into the greatness of thought--for that 
his mind is too imperceptive; rather his mind concerns 
itself with the smallness and pettiness of the intricacies 
and nuances of his self-imposed, limiting consciousness. 
122 Smith finds Marcher unacceptable as hero. 
But the whole point, which Smith misses, is that 
James from the start presents Marcher as a consciousness • .... 
Likewise, May confronts Marcher as his "second conscious-
ness." Admittedly, the :fear of the beast is a fabrication 
' 
-Of Marcher's ego; "but he is so obsessed by this phantom 
of fear that it becomes the single ruling passion in his 
life. 11123 
Typically, Maxwell Geismar is caustic in his considera-
tion of the story and characters although he adrnit:s tr-:at 
this story is superior to the other stories appearing in 
the same volume. Geismar depicts the May-Marcher relation-
sh.ip as a bond "of a mutual, a double and shared voyeurism 
which revolved around the hero's odd destiny. 11124 
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Geismar's offended social consciousness is apparent 
when he comments that Miss Bartram 11 has acquired property, 
naturally. " 125 May's acquisition of an aunt's small inheri-
tance facilitates her watching-waiting role. Later Geismar 
dwells upon Marcher's thoughts of what his destiny could 
have been, "'It would have been failure to be bankr1J;)t, dis-
honoured, pilloried, hanged. 1 " 126 Of course, Geismar 
pounces upon the word "bankrupt" declaring that bankruptcy 
was \hat w·orst of Jamesian fates.n 127 Primarily a social 
rather than literary critic at heart, Geismar is displeased 
by the moneyed class. His sarcastic deprecation of Marcher's 
financial status is again a glaring disapproval of the 
middle and upper classes. Commenting on Marcher, Geismar 
underlines his own tacit disapproval: "He, too, has his 
little office under the goverrunent, his mod est pat r ~ir;:cny, 
which takes care of his library, his garden in the country, 
the social life in London 'whose invitations he accepted and 
repaid. 111128 For Geismar., Marcher's financial status is as 
morally offensive as his exploitation of May Bartram. 
Another stumbling block for Geismar is his insistence 
upon reading Marcher's unlived li:fe as a stud:/ in autobi---
' 3----oe:r·aphy. Geismar, like several other critics, sees r<er~"'her 
as a talentless James deploring his own wasted life. But 
Geismar goes farther than most critics--reading James's 
"disenchantment with British society" and his quest for a 
special destiny as projected in and by John Marcher. 129 
Geismar's ultimate failure as a critic comes when he asserts 
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that the famous closing passage was "nailing down the 
description of an insistent, implacable egotism of the 
39 
s~ory's hero which was close to, which really was the descrip-
130 tion of Henry James 's own egotism." And so Grisrnar con-
cludes that this story is the true example of James-~an 
self-criticism: the story "was a Jamesian epitaph on Henry 
James." 131 
Finally, Geismar is disappointed by the two main 
characters who in turn exemplify the "devouring, self-
enclos·ea masculine ego and the all-protecting, all-giving 
:feminine ideal." 132 For even in his attempts at gratitude, 
Marcher exhibits signs of "rapacious, devouring, sucking, 
nursing narcissismn whereas May Server Bartram as Geismsr 
calls her is an "'unnatural woman,' a James·i an drearr. ,~orr.an 
indeed, to accept, to encourage, to validate, even, thi_s 
consuming masculine vanity and egotism, without thought, 
. >1 · through the years, of anything further than their 'talks' ' . 
·" about him. ,,l33 Whereas Marcher admittedly is blind, egotis-
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tical, and deserving of blame, May Bartram, to my mind, 
should be free of any type of blame. Geisrnar, who in a 
milder moment accused both Marcher and Miss Bartram of a 
"shared voyeurism," later claims that Miss Bartram, passive 
saint that she is, is "the feminine masochistic equivalent 
of his concealed masculine saa1:sm. 11 134 
Poor Miss Bartram would roll over in her grave to learn 
her .:years of self-sacrifice termed masochistic; Geisma r's 
misnomer is truly fantastic. In ~act, the story in ever~ay 
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suggests the saintliness of this woman who puts every concern 
of the pathetic manchild Marcher before herself. Even fran 
the time of their renewed acquaintance at Wea t r1~rend it we s 
' ' apparent to Marcher that she took the 1'syrnpa .. ~r-:eti'.~ .. rather 
13~ than "sarcastic" view of Marcher's destiny .. _./ While 2eaving 
herself open to the comments and criticisms of the world, sr1e 
helps Marcher cover his tracks. "I'm your dull woman, a part 
of the daily bread for which you pray at church. That 
covers your tracks more than anything. 11136 Even obtuse 
M¥cher recognizes her acts of selflessness in helping him -
"to pass for a' man like anothern and acknowledges "How kind, 
how beautiful., you are to me!"l37 
Geismar has misjudged the character of Miss Bartram, 
who is a supreme example of self-sacrificing love and 
t . l pa 1ence. She always allows for the preservation of John 
Marcher's human dignity from their chance meeting at Weath-
er~nd--throughout their shared years of waiting-watching ,A \ 
' even to her deathbed. May spares him for self-knowledge 
even after he ruthlessly attacks the dying woman, "You've ,, 
done. You've had your experience. You leave me to my 
fate." 138 "It would be the worst," says May finally allow-
ing herself to speak. 11 I mean the thing I've never za ::-(j. nl39 
Even when Marcher becomes cruelly accusatory, she tries to 
spare him from devastating agony. 
~ Finally, Geismar is incorrect in his emphasis on their 
relationship's deficiencies. Geismar comments: 
We notice also that May Bartram hes 'lived' because she has 'loved' Marcher for his own sake--even though this life and this love 
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were purely spiritual--and verbal. It was the spirit of love and not the act of love that James still praised; it was the sacri-fices of love and not the rewards or pleasures of love he still cow~ended--and 140 these sacrifices were still ourelv mental. .. - \._,' '"t 
· ~ Geismar finds their relationship de:ficient prirr1ar~Ll~/ in the r 
.: .I 
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,, 
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area of sex--not in Marcher's unwillingness to make a real 
commitment to another human being. 11 Since the alternative 
of.' physical or sexual pleasure, or of a full human relation-
ship, is denied to them, both the 'sacrifice' and the 
141 'vanity' of the story become: almost intolerable. 
Clearly, Geismar stresses the pleasurable aspects of a 
relationship, completely ignoring the painful side--with 
which May is secretly so well acquainted. Perhans the most ~ 
blatantly ignorant statement that Geismar makes is the 
suggestion in the previously quoted passage that "these 
'sacrifices were still purely mental." Half a lifetime 
freely, graciously, and selflessly given is something more 
than a purely mental sacrifice. 
In the enigma of the beast lies the clue to Marcher's 
character. Marcher's reverence for it, a mere fivment of 
his imagination, obfuscates his ever perceiving the one 
great thing that was to happen to him--the devoted love of 
Kay Bartram. At one level~ the beast can be equated with 
Marcher's blinding egoism. At a deeper level, the beast 
hai1ucination serves as a key in examining Marcher's psy-
chological disorders. 
Reid's analysis of Marcher begins with a look at his 
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symptoms; Marcher suffers. Of the two types of personal 
suffering, the one which is inflicted from the outside and 
the one which is self-inflicted~ Marcher's falls into the 
latter category. Marcher suffers from the fear of his intui-
tively-perceived fate. This future event becomes the 
engulfing concern of the present so that he denies himself 
the passions of day-to-day life. And thus as his life is 
spent in anticipation and in waiting, his mind becomes a 
jungle for the engulfing neurosis. 142 
Other symptoms, his inability to love and his loneli-
ness, ~istinguish Marcher's problem. Marcher is oblivious 
or his inability to love; love does not figure as an emo-
tion which he knowingly needs or wants. That he could not 
take a lady on a tiger hunt is his rationalization for 
denying May Bartram the type of involvement which he in his 
,. 
egotism expects from her. What Miss Bartram fina ll~f Der -
ceives is "that the dreadful event Marcher is waiting for 
is simply an understanding of his inability to love." 143 "• 
In an effort to explain Marcher's hallucination of the 
beast and these concomitant symptoms, Reid penetrates 
Marcher's subconscious through psychoanalysis. The psycho-
logical disorders in Marcher's mind are determined by forces 
beyond his control. Referring to Otto Fenirhel 1 s _T_h_e~P_s~y-
choanalytic -Theory of Neurosis, Reid discusses this .gn"\r::al 
phobia which afflicts Marcher's mind. In both childhood and 
a,dult animal phobias, the individual transforms the feared 
human being, usually the father, into the :form of an ani.mal • 
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This pertains especially in cases in which an animal beca1,es 
associatetl with the sexually-incited, animal-like father. 
And though the individual flees his own threatening parents, 
he is also fleeing his own impulses. 11 Tha t is, the danger 
fantasied by the phobic man is partially the rest2lt of his 
projection onto the outside world his own hostile and 
·structive impulses., impulses associated primarily with the 
Oedipal struggle with the father. An obvious concomitant 
factor in the phobic structure is therefore sexual inhi-
bition."144 
Marcher exhibits his anxiety when faced with sexual 
stimulation. He and Miss Bartram have a marital relation-
ship except for the missing sexual compor1ent. The 
~abnormalities which Marcher exhibits include a beast phobia, 
"diffuse anxiety," a need for protection, and interest 
concentrated in the protecting hand. His nurse is Miss 
Bartram, and her presence is the only real fact which 
, James provides for Marcher. Thus he conceives of her 
death as "desertion." For he has lost the protecting 
hand of that one individual who gave her life to him, and 
afterwards he is utterly alone. nAnd thus, the ultimate 
realiz·ation ••• of his having failed to love Jv1B:l Bartram 
is actually only the ever rerna ining sense of the a c~ 1~1 te 
·anxiety of being alone in his fear. 11145 Lurking in his 
mind, the beast represents to Marcher his destiny or lack 
of destiny; but to the 
the animal passions in 
reader the beast is the "symbol of 
146 man which Marcher has avoided." 
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Kerner's attempt to discuss psychological implications 
through a study of character as hallucination is contrived 
1
· at best. Kerner deals with the problems of Marcher's lapse 
:4 
. "/ 
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of memory; certainly, Marcher's failure to recall having 
ever mentioned his sense of destiny to May BBrtram at 
Sorrento is problematica.l. For his destiny is the ore-
occupation and obsession of his life. How then can we 
explain the fact that Marcher has forgotten this most 
sympathetic and loyal person to whom he t1as unburdened \ 
h:trnse1r? 
Kerner's first suggestion is that May Bartram is 
an hallucination. The character of Marcher makes Kerner's 
hypothesis plausible--for Marcher is fanta st ica 11~/ self-
deluded. He persuades himself that it is his great fate 
rather than a fear of life which prevents him from living. 
, Blind rationalizations conceal his true motives from him-
self with a resulting fantasy world in which life is 
death and death is life. non the outside Marcher had seen 
himself attached by the life-tiger of responsibility, love, 
and in terror he had backed off the road into the brush of 
his mirror-world, to find there and embrace the undemanding 
tiger of his detached self." 147 
Marcher has two hallucinationsJ..l"the beast and the 
beauty. 11148 Kerner illustrates ways in which May Bartram 
acts as part o:f Marcher. ''Both of them are proudly remote, 
masters of evasion and delay, practically sexless, and self-
detached.11149 Kerner quotes from the text passages 
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illustrating May's self-submerged identrty in her deference 
to Marcher. Kerner's third observation about May is that 
she has two incompatible roles--she loves Marcher but pre-
vents Marcher from returning her love by fostering his 
belief in the delusion. In this role Kerner sees her as 
a jailer or censor. 
could play two such 
No real woman, Kerner concludes, 
150 contradictory roles. 
In the next movement of his argument Kerner advances 
the proposition that May Bartram is both hallucination and 
person. "May Bartram represents ideal love, and the prob-
lem of her mode of existence is the problem of the nature 
O.p the .,.1.. deal. "151 J d h t 
' 
i ames use gos s to convey a persons 
hallucination as both real and imagined. May, however, 
is a combination, "not of a ghost and hallucination but 
of person a~d hallucination. Such a figure is an exten-··': 
sion,. in the direction of verisimilitude, of James 1 s 
customary method of representing the middle order of 
152 reality." May is actually a ficelle. What she helps 
reveal about Marcher is the important thing. Yet her role 
in the story:is inextricably tied to Marcher so that the 
problem of treating May Bartram still remains. Still 
clutching at straws Kerner concludes that May Bartram is 
love and Marcher is fear in a parable in which "James 
wishes· to terrify the reader out of we sting his hurna ni ty. nl53 
Chaos reigns. Kerner draws no conclusions, but rather 
leaves the reader with a muddle of vaguely drawn and incon-
gruous possibilities. In terms of' dramatic illusion he 
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confuses levels of reality (art and life): ''Whatever the 
relation is between the ficelles and the main character, • 
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it can lead nowhere. Strether cannot marry Marla Gostrey 
because essentially she is not in the story. 11154 It 
follows May cannot marry Marcher because she too is a 
fieelle. This type of mixing of modes is absurd. It would 
be no more ridiculous to state that Chad Newsome and 
Madame a ionnet cannot marry because they are characters 
in a novel. 
Walter Wright's interpretation of Marcher's character .. 
and the nature of their relationship is unreasonably favor-
able to Marcher. Wright defends, rationalizes--almost 
zealously--Marcher's position. A random selection from 
his article will attest to Wright's attempts at mollifi-
"Marcher is a c tit el ·v sens 1-. . ../ 
cation of Marcher's character. c;:;, •..;--.. 
tive and intently conscientious. nl55 "There a re IT!B ny 
things which he does intellectually notice and seek to 
understand, and he repeatedly thinks of May and tries to 
be kind to her. He is, indeed, fully her equal in capacity 
for comprehending and in sensitivity; there would be no 
· : , · point in narrating the story of' a crude, arrogant boor. 11156 . ' ·.- ~-
.f .. Mr. ·wright has obviously not read the text carefully. 
Mar·cher is so completely submerged in his own consciousness 
that he is oblivious to the world outside and to Mav Bar-t_,, 
tram. His kindnesses are not the spontaneous acts of 
kindness but premeditated acts to buy her of'f. "It was one 
of his proofs to himself, the present he made her on her 
'• 
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birthday, that he hadn't sunk into real selfishness. 11157 
He is not her equal in comprehension and in sensiti\1-
vity; in fact, he depends upon her to interpret her own 
understanding of his fate. When he contemnlates her 
imminent death, he is most distressed because he feels she 
has seen some inner light he hasn't and that she w:Lll. take r her knowledge to the grave: "he could only take her as 
she showed--as capable even yet of helping him. It was 
·' 
.. ~· .. 
... 
~ 
as if, at the same time, her light might at any instant 
1~8 go out; wherefore he must make the most of it. 11 
..,I 
' 
Wright views Marcher as certainly no case for ebnorn1al 
psychology but more like a "normal man who is seriously 
introspective. 11159 Such a blatant misreading is difficult ~ 
to conceive; for James has certainly provided us with a 
sufficient number of clues to judge Marcher's obsession 
and life as abnormal. 
Regarding their relationship Wright feels there is 
no unjust imbalance; Marcher has had his woman, end May 
has had her man. 
' 
Marcher has been constantly aware o~ her, even though in an oblique way. He has acted out his role with concern for how it will seem to her. Ir1 the ver~.r t:e~:?5.n-
·-ning he singled her out as the only person to whom he could reveal his ir1ner-most thought, and, while wearing a ~ask · before all others, he has later bee06 unashamed in his dependence on her. 1 0 
Clearly Wright is missing the ironic undertones throughout 
the story; there is no other explanation for his statements. 
' 
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Wright claims that May Bartram detected ''that be 
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_ _];[Marcher] is a man of uncommon sensitivity and depth of 
feeling" and therefore without reservation gave up her 
·-,, 
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l ·r t h h. 161 own i e o s are is. But even Wright admits certain 
early signals of Marcher's self-absorption. He haj remem-
bered incorrectly all the facts of their ten-year's ear:ier 
meeting though May recalled them all correctly. 
out Marcher fails to accept her proffered gift of love. 
Casually disregarding Marcher's revealing selfishness, 
Wright attempts to justify Marcher's blindness in the 
name of introspection. ·But the difference is one of kind--
Marcher looks inward--but only to concentrate on the 
swelling self-satisfied person his myopia affords, never 
with thought of reform. 
Wright claims that May has had her man; it was her 
·choice to watch and wait with him. "She has lived becat1se 
of him as she could never otherwise have done, for she has 
'let this association give shape and colour to her own 
162 existence.'" If' she has lived, it has been vicariously 
--for her own life almost ceased to exist. "She took his 
gaiety--as she took everything else. 11163 "Beneath her 
forms as well detachment had learned to sit, and be ha ,1 iour 
had become for her, in the social sense, a false accc,·~1n0 of 
· herself." 164 She has sacrificed her life to his dream of 
·destiny. 
Wright's one intelligent observation concerns "the 
beast," which May sees "as something always at work,'' un-
like Marcher who perceives his :fate nonly as a beast which 
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will sometime jump. 11165 However, May shared Marcher's 
perception early in the story. Not until she realizes 
that "the beast" is within Marcher's mind is she able to 
see it as something always at work. 
.. 
. Sanford lamely compares Marcher to~Ahab of Moby Dick. 
"Both stories portray human pride and vanity as the major 
ingredients of idealizing self-delusion; both utilize the 
imagery of- land and water to parallel callow inexpr:::r:L·2nce 
and passional involvement. 11166 Further comparison reveals 
that both use the journey motif tfto register movement 
,,, 167 between the poles of submissiveness and assertiveness." 
But here the comparison breaks down, for if Ahab is 
"Faustian Man," certainly Marcher is "un-Faustian Man.'' 
~Then Sanford slips into the autobiographical reading 
' of Marcher as "the 
unlived life. 11168 
un-Faustian coward of James's own 
And so according to Sanford both Ahab 
and Marcher arrive at their own pitiable fates thot1f;h 
through opposite poles of experience (action and ir1action). 
Sanford attributes the fate of both men to a failure in 
communication ( of Ahab to his men and of Marcher to Mey) • 169 
Th~ comparison-contrast of Ahab and Marcher by Sanford is ' -:.; 
.I ,, 
boYn out only peripherally. Somewhat contrived, the compari-
·~ soh Sanford makes does not allow for the true greatness of 
Moby Dick's metaphysical inquiry nor allow for the greatness 
of Ahab--a character vastly superior to John Marcher in depth 
and complexity. Whereas John Marcher is only a wea1-::. rr:an, 
Ahab, weak as all men are, seeks to understand his weakness. 
------------------~~~ .. ~~--
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Marcher becomes a character only when light finally dawns 
upon his life-long, self-deluding blindness. But if Ahab 
is blin~ it is not blindness in the same sense as Marcher's 
(as Sanford implies). 'Rather Ahab's blindness is thai: 
blindness~ that tragic incomprehension, which charA,~~~~er-
izes mankind. The difference is clearly one of kind. It 
is important to note these distinctions between Marcher and 
Ahab which Sanford so casually ignores for the sake of 
schematic comparison. Sanford claims that Marcher attains 
a tragic sel:f-knowledge which Ahab never knows . 170 But 
again Sanford has failed to distinguish between these two 
:). men. Marcher attains a self-knowledge beca1Jse it is a ,!. ;_ f : 
•; ·;· 
.t . knowledge his consciousness had heretofore denied hi~ (a . -~ ., . ~- . : 
··.: '. 
self-imposed limitation). Ahab never finds the knowledge 
.• .... 
1 he seeks because he seeks to know what is humanly impossi-
ble to know. There are no answers for Ahab's search 
whereas the answers for Marcher's are within himself. 
The character of May Bartram has come under some 
scrutiny though naturally she has not receivecJ the atten-
tion Marcher has. Several critics have concentrated upon 
171 May's role as a mother-figure. 
Schroeder's study notes that Marcher shares character-
,; istics common to other Jamesian males whose relationshi.o . 
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with a woman is strongly suggestive of a mother-son role. ~ 
Schroeder, building his case for May as a mother-figure, 
quotes from the text: "He had a screw loose for her, but 
she liked him in spite of it and was practically, against 
the rest of the world, his kind wise keeper, unremunerated ! ) 
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but fairly amused. ,,172 The phrase ''kind wise • • • 
keeper" is suggestive of the mother role. And the next 
passage suggests the mother-child interdependency: "She 
was dying and he wou1a·1ose her; she was dying and his 
' 
, life would end. ,,l 73 
Another critic, Sharp, discusses May's role as 
confidante as an important technique of narration. Sharp 
inv·estigates the f'unction and use of the confidante in 
James generally and then shows how May Bartram fills it 
as confidante. 
The confider-confidante relationship in James is 
very important. There are certain strong parallels to 
51 
be noted in comparison of The Ambassadors and ''The Beast 
in the Jungle.n Sharp points to the similarities of 
character in Maria Gostrey (The Ambassadors) and May Ba?'-
tram. Both confidantes are secretly in love with their 
male confiders and both· sympathize selflessly with the 
fate of their men. 174 Other similarities exist between 
Maria Gostrey and May Bartram. Both are used to heln 
. 
recall the past, to analyze their confiders, and "to prog-
nosticate for them. 11 175 Both women pledge their comnen~:.on-
ship. Likewise, both men, Strether and Marcher, fail to 
accept the gift of love proffered by their respective 
confidantes. The means and the end results of their 
. rej~ctions are different~ however. For Strether, claims 
Sharp, the rejection is clearly consciously intentional, 
. : ''.'>';··>:>: .. \' 
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and the effect is merely ''pathetic" when compared to 
Marcher's blindly unconscious rejection the effect or 
which is "tragic" in his "too laten realization. Because 
Marcher never rea_lizes that May Bartram has so selflessly 
offered him her love, he can only bemoan that in his 
egoism he unwittingly denied himself the truly great love 176 of so saintly a woman. 
The confidante and the confidential relationship as 
the focal point of the story are unique. Sharp points to 
the perceptive, discerning quality of May and the obtuse 
dense nature of Marcher even from the beginning of the 
story with their reacquaintance at Weatherend after the 
ten-year lapse. Although both experience a ''feeling of 
the occasion missed," it is Mey and not r-1archer who is 
going to put the pieces of the missing puzzle together 
accurately. 177 Although Marcher attempts to find the 
links which he thinks he possesses, his links turn out 
to be entirely erroneous. Thus from the first we see 
.t:·. 
:~f. that May is clearly the more cognizant. She is also more 
I • • 
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receptive to human experience; whereas she hes guarded 
his secret all these years, he has no recollection of 178 having ever told her. 
Sharp believes that the reason Marcher hes forgotten 
he revealed the guarded secret of his life to rliay Bartram 
was that she made so slight an impression. 179 Perhaos 
Marcher's lapse of memory can be explained in this inter-
pretation. Whereas May has regarded Marcher's disclosure 
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as a very private, personal sharing, Marcher himself may 
have been therepeutically, for the sake of his own sanity, 
getting his secret out of himself. PerhaDs he almost 
-
, 
. compulsively unleashed his lifelong secret--not in a 
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desire to share, but because he could no longer keep it 
pent up inside himself. And if Marcher is completel:t ob-
livious of his having ever revealed his projected fate to 
Miss Bartram, who is to say he has not told his secret to 
others and forgotten doing so? 
Certainly one can speculate regarding the nature of his 
disclosure to Miss Bartram in Italy ten ~1ears earlier and 
be fairly positive that his revelation -v,as not of an I-Thou 
orientation. For Marcher in every subsequent encounter 
with May ~eets her on an I-it basis. She only exis~s for 
him as a human being during certain concertedly conscious 
efforts on his part to show her he occasionally thinks of 
her wants and needs. Of course, he is capable of thinking 
of her wants and needs only in the most superficial manner. 
His thoughtfulness is true tokenism. 
Sister Sharp sees Marcher as na rather decedent modern, 
with no understanding for the sublime passivity of the 
woman in 
of woman 
his life" whereas May "exemplifies a su bl irna t ion : 180 as the vessel." While May is indeed s1-1bli_rr:ely 
passive, Marcher's characterization as a decadent is not 
quite accurate. For Marcher lacks the world-weariness of 
. . / a decadent, whereas he possesses the naivete of the Roman-/ 
tic. In fact, he considers himself heroic--a trait which 
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precludes decadence. 
Sharp notes that the "pathetic irony of the story lies 
in Marcher's periodic qualms of conscience which occasion 
their discussions o:f whether her life is not slipping 
181 unprofitably. away." Marcher has, of course, ruled out " •, 
~ love as too~nsignificant to be the thing for wh~rh he was 
destined, as we have seen. And so as May begins to 
the futility in their relationship and the impossibility 
of a truly human bond, she gives Marcher broader clues to 
his fate which he, o:f course, cannot divine. Miss Bartram 
refers to "'the :form and the way' in his case as they 'were 
:to have been,' and to his courage, that he was to have shown 
h ul82 er. Her hints suggest to Marcher that she is hiding 
something :from him which reduces him to the attitude of a 
sulking child. 
Her conversations with him are more and more ironically 183 edged. And yet Marcher has not the faintest glimmer of 
his own feelings. Marcher's blindness persists through her 
·illness even until after her death. "Marcher's egotism," 
says Sharp., "is worse than Stransom' s bee au se of its blind-
ness. Stransom at least knows what he ought to do to 
oblige his confidante; but Marcher's eyes are sealed until 184 it is too late." Sharp needs to clarify this c~c.rr:par~Ls,on; 
while it is true that Marcher is the more blind about hi~self, 
Stransom, it seems, is at greater fault because he realizes •. 
,, 
his egotism, but yet fails to act whereas Marcher realizes · 
his.egoism only after it is too late. 
·"' 
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"The questions placed by James in Marcher's mouth are 
designed to produce just a little information at a time of 
55 
May Ba~tram's feelings, and to enable her to skirt revealing 
'the real truth. • 11185 For the reader her answers stand out ,-
in boldface but for Marcher they only 
It is difficult to understand why certain criti~s ~ave 
problems analyzing May Bartram and John Marcher.186 James 
has supplied the reader with ample clues for understanding 
• these characters and their motivations. John Marcher, 
\ 
·• 
·, 
blind to his own selfishness, fills the lifetime of his 
loyal friend with futile dreams of an unborn destiny. May 
Bartram, a typically Jamesian :1eroine, in a heroic renun-
• 
ciation of self-will, gives herself to Marcher on his terms 
. 
though she hopes his terms will mature. 
:• 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
This chapter will provide criticel background 
. 
. , information on structure and style in James and in 
• 
' . 
· ... \ 
"The Beast in the Jungle." Included in the discussion 
of "The Beast in the Jungle" will be a chapter-by--
chapter analysis of' the story, the use of' imagery in 
. the story, and finally James's choice of the nouvelle 
form. 
Two critics, Percy Lubbock and Wayne C. Booth, 
provide a general background for structure end technique 
in James. Lubboc~ in his book The Craft of Fiction, 
acclaims James as a master in the use of antithetical 
methods--picture and drama. In his last works James 
alternated regularly between dramatic dialogue and 
pictorial description. The central consciousness, 
presented dramatically, meent a further advance in the 
methods of James. Pushing responsibility further and 
further away from himself, the novelist trensferred 
responsibility to the central consciousness laying 
open thi.s character I s 'mind to perceptions and judg-
ments for which he is solely responsible. So the 
reader is no longer told what this character is think-
ing but rather sees it dramatically presented. And 
the re~der is not told what judgments to make but makes 
187 them from his own perceptions and observations. 
James modified the role of the narrator es more 
•. 
------------
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\ 
subtle and sophisticated story telling was involved. 
If the central consciousness is to remain a credible 
character and not be regarded as James's spokesman, 
the narrator cannot completely objectify his c,wr1 11art 
in the story he recounts. Even a scene of mental 
57 
· escapades can be dramatically rendered manifesting mood 
and levity or seriousness of thought. ''And so the 
novelist passes on towards drama, gets behind the 
narrator~ and represents the mind of the nar~ator as 
in itself a kind of action." 188 
The reader enjoys a double vision--seeing the f story unfold coupled with viewing the narrator's self-f 
,f conception in relation to the story. This ind irec i 
method o~ employing the narrator is usually preferable 
to the direct approach in which the story-teller openly 
addresses himself to the reader with variations upon 
this method. Though ind~ect as a method, James's 
narrating technique here is clearly the more direct 
approach for "it places the thing itself in view, 
of recalling and re:flecting and pictc.,r inr-: it. 11189 
opens the world of the mind to the reader but gees 
instead 
James 
0 , ... \ p ... ....,. 
! I step further than his predecessors in using 'the look 
and behaviour of thought as the vehicle by which the 
190 story is renderea.n 
The art of Henry James is deftly explored and ca,,-
pared and contrasted with the art of other writers in 
Wayne C. Booth's indispensable work The Rhetoric of 
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Fiction. James's growth and change is also illustrated. 
James "found a way to per:form the traditional rhetorical 
tasks in an essentially dramatic way, by employing a 
'center of consciousness' through whom everything could 
be seen and felt. nl9l Although James impli'::d that he 
usually preferred this method to any other method, he 
also claimed that there are a multitude of ways to tell 
.a story. 
Booth laments that Lubbock's and Beach's simpli-
fication of James's new method became dogma. The result 
of these earlier critics' staunch praise of James's 
dramatized method was that by 1930 Ford Maddox Ford and 
others were reconunending one and only one n1ethod; 
Booth quotes Ford as saying, "The novelist n1ust not, by 
taking sides, exhibit his preference. 
• • . lie • • • 
11192 Thereafter, 
has to render and not to tell. 
• • • 
commercial handbooks and college textbooks issued 
instructions regarding the one and only correct way to 
render a story--showing not telling. 193 
James' s subject matter presented the 11 'intensity 
of illusion,'" usually the "illusion of experiencing 
life as seen by a fine mind subject to rea}.istic human 
limitations. 11194 James required a sensitive, intelligent 
mind dealing with the problems of life; James found 
Flaubert's Emma Bovary and Frederick too uncomprehending 
. . ~ -
· / to be worthy centers of' consciousness. Morality is .. ' ' . . 
present in the decisions which main characters must make; --~ .,. 
-
;:. 
\. 
f 
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~: 
b~t for James, morality was not measured by validity 
of doctrine but rather "on the amount of fe 1 t life 
concerned in producing 11 a work of art. 195 
59 
"Intensity of illusion 11 are key words for discus.-..-
5lng James's writing and his own ultimate test for the 
success of a work. Intensity is achieved by foreshort-
ening time and "dissimulation." Although the 11 iJll:::-;:Lon" 
must be clearly seen through the reflector's mind, it 
must not be too clearly seen for such excess would 
1q6 undermine fictional probability and sympathy. ~ 
For James the proportion of alternating dramati-
zation and exposition depended entirely on the amount 
of intensity he desired. James, moreover, cautioned 
against the imbalance of over-dramatization for the 
sake of intensity. 197 
Distinguishing between those writers who seek 
realism as an end in itself and those who use realism 
as a means to other ends, Booth illustrates how James 
falls in the former category. In pursuit of an intense 
illusion of reality, "James is quite clear that this 
effort is more important than any particular means it 
serves. 11198 
In the later James complexity abounds; certain 
critics laud the simplicity of the early James., claiming 
that his first works were his best. These critics find 
' the later James insubstantial, claiming that he has 
sacrificed everything else to an absurdly convoluted 
' 
~-
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style. · 
Though not specifically replyi·ng to the attacks of 
those critics opposed to the later James, Knights and 
Booth praise James's progressive complexity as a contri-
bution to the advancement of fiction. Knights claims 
;~= that James cannot be judged externally, that his super----~·. . I J 
··1· subtlety cannot be so easily dismissed as an excessive 
-., 
concern with :form. "'The Beast in the Jungle' will 
serve tp show that in James's later period subtlety is 
sometimes 
tancy, or 
far from being evidence 
. 199 scrupulosity. 11 
of evasiveness, hesi-
Booth extols fusion of substance and form, subject 
and treatment, and matter and manner, which are ft1nda-
·mental in James. Even rhetoric is never purely rhetoric; 
for everything in James contributes to the total effect. 
The ficelle, for example, a character on the periphery 
of action, gives information to tbe reader in dramatic -- -200 form. "But, regardless of how we define art--or 
artistry, the very concept of writing a story seems to 
have implicit within it the notion of finding techniques 
of expression that will make the work accessible in the 
201 highest- possible degree." 
Mc~arthy, like Booth, praises tche sense of fusion 
in James's works; a pervasive morality helps tie ea~h 
work together. "This fusion of image and idee is also 
characteristic of James's mature work, and in order to 
sustain it effectively he needed to have e sense of moral 
., 
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values that operated with clarity end precision, 
however shadowy its authority. u202 
61 
In "The Beast in the Jungle" Booth discusses control 
of sympathy., the technique which allows us to see Marcher 
as a character worthy of our concern. The reader is 
moved by Marcher's plight, not by fear or pity but by 
a' genuine sympathy which the reader experiences when 
M 
' 
/ • i archers eclairc ssement comes. Though the reader feels 
sorry for Maxcher., he does not fail to judge Marcher's 
sel:rishness. 203 
From the start Marcher is shown as en egotist; 
since the story is told from Marcher's point of view, the 
reader views Marcher's egotism almost as r1e rr~ight view 
his own. But James., "c oinmenting through t11e unobt rt1 s i ve 
style of the seemingly effaced author," gives clues :r'""'or 
judging Marcher. 204 Thus the reader is afforded a kind 
of double vision; he sees Marcher's life as Marcher sees 
·1t., and he sees Marcher with James's moral vision. 
Booth cites a passage from the text which exemplifies 
this double vision with which the reader sees Marcher. 
He had kept up, he felt, and very decently on the whole, his consciousness of 1~he importance of not being selfish, and 5_t was true that he had never sinned ir1 that direction without prornptl:l enot1,gr1 tr:}-:Lng to press the scales the other wa~:l • 1:e often repaired his fault, the season permitting, by inviting his friend to accompany him to the opera.20~ 
Clearly, the reader sees two Marchers--his se1.:t-concept 
. and ao ur concept of him (molded by James )--and these two 
, 
i· 
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concepts are, of course, worlds apart. 
L. C. Knights like Booth cites various passages frat, 
the text to illustrate how ttthe seeing is flecked with 
unobtrusive irony sot hat we are aware of two views--
Marcher's, and 
206 taneously." 
that of James himself--existing simul-......, 
The "double burdenn that alrr:ost every 
word in '.selected passages bears~~reveals James' s deft use 
of irony. As Booth has pointed out, James's method 
allows the. reader to sympathize with Marcher; in addi-
tion, Knights claims that James is able "to extract 
the,maximum of horror from his theme. 11207 Whereas the ' 
,\'·., ,point of view is Marcher I s, James provides the reader 
- { ' 
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: with clues for judging him. Thus, the reader sees ? . 
.. 
Marcher from the outside as well as from the inside • 
Sanford also notes the importance of irony in the 
story. ' "An ironic tension is maintained thro1Jp:hr:ut 
'-.. _ __, . 
the story between Marcher's meticulous recording of the 
passage of time and his failure to heed 1 ts urgency. 11 208 
Sanford cites.the many well-known examples from the text 
which point out Marcher's preoccupation with his future 
fate which resulted in his deferment of living. The 
irony in the wasted life is perhaps the most poignant 
irony of all. 
May's role in helping shape the reader's opinion ot 
Marcher is significant. May Bartram functions (like 
Ralph Touchett in The Portrait of a Lady or Maria Gos-
trey in The Ambassadors) as an interpreter and observer 
1. 
·-
• 
.':- .. 
·,. 
through her discussions with Marcher. We are aware of 
her point of view in both the analytical and reflective 
sections of the story; this co-mingling of roles achieves 
compression structurally and results in sustaining the 
reader's 
ness and 
sympathy for Marcher through May's own tender-
209 compassion for him. 
We are aware of May's point of view because Marcher 
repeatedly reflects upon her view of' him, "so that her 
lucidity about him is constantly shown through the haze 
of his self'-deception. 11210 Moreover, we have Marcher's 
own admission that May has greater insight into the 
nature of.' "the Beast" than he. 
It had come up for him then that she 
'knew' something and that what she 
knew was bad--too cad to tell ~~ir:~ . 
• • • She r1 a d no s o u r c e o 1~ ~: n c: -:,.; J e cl g e 
·-· he hadn't equally--exc~ept cJf c~c):Jrse 
that she might have finer nerves. 
That was what wo::nen had where they 
were interested_; they made 'JU t things, 
where people were concerned, tl1at the 
p e op 1 e oft e n c o ll l d n ' t 11 a ,; e rna d c: r; 1 : i:, 
for themselveso Tl1eir ne1"\1 es~ ~~~~eir 
sensibility, their imagination, w~re 
conductors and reveal(:rs, a~j t:~-.;~ 
beauty of May Bartram wa2 in particular 
that ~~i had giv~n herself so to his 
case. 
In addition, James's interfusion of May's point of view 
with Marcher's helps e~hasize the sadness of Marcher's 
blindness and the pathos of the story. 
Several critics have analyzed with varying degrees 
of success the six sections of the tale. Each chaoter 
... 
• 
has at least one dramatized scene within an analytical 
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summary; the summaries provide progress reports on / \ 
Marcher's self-centered quest for the beast. 
Marcher's progression toward and final revelation 
of knowle~ge is conveyed in these six cl1apters. The 
reader's own awareness or knowledge of !',1arc~her 's real 
problem grows at a much faster pace than r'1arc11er 's own 
quest. In fact, the progression that is made from 
chapter to chapter is certainly much more that of the 
reader than that of Marcher; for Marcher's progress is 
marked only by the passage of time. 
64 
Marcher's knowledge of what his life has lacked is 
not a gradual accumulation of observations culled from 
here and there, from year to year. Rather it is a 
sudden, shattering experience which breaks upon him in 
seconds as he experiences grief for the death of a 
loved one first vicariously through another mourner, 
and then finally for himself. Clearly Marcher's self-
' . 
recognition is not developed in sequential steps; were 
. that the case, the tragic implications of the story 
would be diminished. 
Dissension exists among the critics regarding the 
' . 
structure of the tale. The length serves primarily as 
the focal point for disagreement. Allen Tate and F. E. 
Smith lead the attack against the length o~ the story. 
Early in each chapter the theme is stated and later 
dramatically presented. "Each scene, however, is separa-
ted from the others by long analyses or the thoughts and 
... 
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' motives that will determine what will take place when 
the scene occurs or will show the results of the past 
scenes."212 The summaries between dramatic scenes are 
objectionable to Smith as they are based not upon 
speech but rather upon analysis of speech. 
Although Smith admits that James has created a 
tour de force in the genre of psychological mystery, 
Smith laments the··over-specialization of style, the 
seeming precision of Marcher's speech which Smith sees 
as unfortunate, though nonetheless characteristic of 
·.'""! 
Marcher, the barrenness of action, emptiness of emo-
tion, and lifelessness of character. 213 
Allen Tate feels that the two long introductory 
sections of the story are of unjustified length because 
nothing "happens." While on one hand suggesting that 
James uses overstatement in excess in the first two ,.. 
.\ 
sections, Tate, on the other hand, feels that despite 
these long sections, there is not enough preparation· 
65 
fo~ the !'two brief scenic moments" of the story. Finally, 
he claims that in the first three sections of the story 
James has failed to make either Marcher or Miss Bartram 
e "visible character" and thus the characters are not 
quite credible. 214 Of the final graveyard scene: in 
which a stranger who has truly loved makes Marcher 
aware of his own less-than-human inability, Tate claims 
that the stranger is a deus ex ma china. "James could 
not let himself merely tell us that Marcher has at last 
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seen his tragic flaw; he must contrive to show it."215 
What Tate chooses to criticize Krishna Vaid not 
only defends but lauds. His reSume-'follows the story 
section-by-section, presenting the structural pattern 
and the reasoning behind it. This will be investigated 
a little later. 
As earlier stated, there is "at least 
tized scene that is embedded in analytical 
one drema-
216 summary. n 
__,,,.. 
This summary accounts for the long intervals between 
66 
scenes and describes the progressive stages of Marcher's 
obsession. The increasingly tense conversations between 
Marcher and May are dramatized in these scenes. 217 Thus, 
Vaid's analysis points out the structural unity which 
\Tate assails. 
. . 
What Tate dismissed as foreground .•• is 
structurally proportionate, well inte-
grated in the tale, and very necessary 
to an appreciation of Marcher's ob-
session and his relationship with ~ay. 
~he middle of the tale ... where Mareh-
ce.YrJS suspicion, that May knov1s .;or;;ething 
he does not, first turns into a virtual 
conviction; this is almost exac~±M the 
dimensional middle of the tale. u 
And despite Tate's charge that the grief-stricken stranger 
is a deus ex ma china, rrhis descent at 
moment is not at all ruled out by the 
the opportune 
2 9 tenor of the tale.'' 1 · 
........ 
Speaking in more general terms, Vaid discusses how 
James structures his work with a much closer control over 
the alternations of summary and scene than most other 
writers exercise. This is readily obvious in "The Beast 
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in the Jungle, 11 and it demonstrates James's adherence 
to his formula for structural development along the 
220 lines of "scenic law. J1 This law is seen in the way 
' . in which James regarded many of his tales 1·as little 
constituted ~ramas, little exhibitions founded on the 
f1ogic of the 'scene, ' the unit of the scene, ( . 
. 221 "scenic consistency." Intervening summary 
function primarily to prepare and link scenes. Some-
-
times, when a great degree o~ compression is desired, 
summary is then predominant over scene. And the scene 
is not always the dramatized scene but rather may be as 
in "The Jolly Corner" a "picture of the protagonist's 
consciousness in turmoil. "222 Anecdotes, li~:e\•11 ise, 
because o:r their compressed nature, have summaries 
taking predominance over scenes. 223 
The alternation between Marcher's reflections and 
his discussions with May reveals his point of view 
while also establishing hers. That May is deeply in-
volved in helping Marcher with his search is apparent 
from their dialogue. The dialogue., \,Jhich s,~en1s to grow 
out of the meditative portions, offers clues to the 
nature of "the Beast" along with Marcher's ironic com-
ments on his fate. 224 
• 
• 
Unlike Tate, who sees no rationale to the divisions 
in the story, Vaid, as we have seen, feels that theme end 
the development of theme end of character are tied up with 
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the structure of the tale. Except for the final scene, 
in which Marcher confronts "the Beast" in himself at 
May's graveside, all scenes reveal Marcher conversing 
with May. And so the progressive stages of Marcher's 
neurosis become increasingly obvious with each scene 
building to a climax. The reader's understandin~ of 
--~ 
Marcher's problem, as unfathomable as ever to poor 
.Marcher, grows simultaneously with the project ion of 
the theme of' tr.te "missed-opportunity." The dramatized 
scene in the first section is, of course, the meeting 
68 
of Marcher and Miss Bartram with the summary providing 
the background of their earlier brief acquaintance. In-
direct narration is used for the less important oarts of - ~ 
their conversation here in the first chapter and thro~gh-
out the rest of the novella. The nature of Marcher's 
problem is clearly drawn by the end of Part I. 225 
In the second section summary is used to convey 
the passage of years. The summary further reveals the 
impossibility of their relationship; May is in love with 
Marcher and cannot tell him; Marcher is in love with 
himself and does not know it. Even as Marcher conscien-
tiously, dutifully performs little acts of unselfishness, 
f: 
the reader's suspicions of Marcher's blindness are con-
firmed. 
Sunm1ary fuses into scene in the second section, in 
which Marcher seems convinced that May knows something 
which she is keeping from him. The reader, likewise, 
-5 perceives that perhaps May has divined the mystery of 
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" the Bea st." What May's carefully guarded responses 
really reveal is that May is in love with Marcher. And 
the reader becomes aware f'rom this point whet "the Beast" 
226 will turn out to be. 
The third section moves from summary to scene. The 
summary presents Marcher's preoccupation with their 
conversation while the ensuing scene f'inds Marcher as~ing 
May what has she profited from their long association. 
Though May's answer is evasive, "If you've had your 
woman I've had • . . my man"; it convinces him that he 
227 
need not look deeper. 
The scene swif'tly shifts back to summary with 
Marcher concerning himself with the knowledge he might 
lose should May die. He is bothered that Nay r::nows 
something about his fate and that she might take this 
knowledge to her grave without ever revealing it to him. 
Marcher tries, though he :fails, to think unself'ishJy of 
May Bartram and the lossshe would suffer if she died 
without learning what his fate held. This thought, the 
deprivation to May, is the farthest point Marcher escapes 
:from himself; and yet this "unselfish" gesture is inex-
tricably bound u~ to his ego and precludes the possi-
bility that he will ever be able to "see" beyond himself. 
Thus, Marcher in the very act o:f attempting to be 
ish unwittingly attests to his gross self'ishness. .. ,. 
r .. ere 
the irony in Marcher's self-deception continues to bt!ild. 
Later, egocentric blindness will explode into knowledge ! 
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.when Marcher realizes that May was fully aware of his 
fate when she died but through her own tenderness en-
deavored to spare him unnecessary grief. The scene 
previously described is less important than the summary 
in this particular section. 228 
In the fourth section the most significant part is 
the dramatized scene in which Marcher persistently 
questions May about the nature of "the Beast. 11 This is 
the only scene aside from their first meeting at Weather-
end in which a setting is provided. The setting, as 
Vaid notes, is primarily atmospheric rather than physi-
cal. In this scene May is an "impenetrable sphinx," 
-
"the artificial lily," who is in possession of the 
mystery of "the Beast." Vaid asserts that this scene 
"is .Perfectly placed in the total design of the tale 
and iseattended by the full involvement of the author 
and reader, •r because the reader grasps the 1'importance 
and terror*' at that moment whereas r ..1archer will not 
rea+ize what May tried to communicate to him until much 
1 t 229 M h d th 1t· t b a er. ay as ma e e u ima e gesture ut it 
pas~es over Marcher. Even so, the effect of this moment 
will reverberate throughout the story. 
The fifth section opens with a companion scene to 
the preceding sc.ene .~· Again Marcher is trying "to reed 
the riddle o:f the sphinx 11 but with as little success as 
' 
-· previously. 230 May's approaching death seems inevitable. 
And the following picture portrays Marcher in the face o~ 
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the loss of his loyal companion. 
After Miss Bartram's death, Marcher's beast has 
receded into the past. As Marcher has once lived in the 
future, he now lives in the past. His appreciation be-
comes a tribute which she, now dead, will never perceive. 
In the final section the setting, the garden of May's 
grave, becomes a garden of knowledge for Marcher as 
the mystery of "the Bea st'' is rev ea led in the first 
moments of self-recognition. Except for .this final 
striking scene of pathos, the over-all haunting effects 
of the tale are derived from the summary portions 
rather than the scenic portions of the story. 231 
In his chapter-by-chapter analysis of the story 
· and later in his rebuttal of Tate'i. criticism, Vaid 
·fails to explain fully the significance of the struc-
... 
' 
tu~e. As pointed out, each scene provides greater 
insight into Marcher's obsession. James's method of 
gradual revelation is important in winning the reader's 
sympathy. At first the reader as well as Marcher and 
May wonder at Marcher's sense of' destiny. As the reader 
gradu~lly comes to understand that 11 the Beast" is within 
Marcher, the reader's compassion for Marcher and May ' ' 
........ 
grows steadily--precluding the possibility of mer:~lessly -- ' ' ' 
viewing Marcher as a buffoon. Likewise, the reader r- r)· If:· , e S· ... _ ..... ' ..... 
to share May's hope that Marcher will mature. Each s:ene 
contributes to an increased understanding of John Marcher 
and theref'ore assists in his transformstion from anti-
hero to tragic hero. 
Practically devoid of action and setting, ''The 
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-
Beast in the Jungle" acquires additional dimensions 
-
through its wealth of imagery. Theme, intensity, and 
compact unity are realized through imagery. In en 
earlier chapter it was expedient to the discussion at 
hand to examine one of the more prevalent forms of 
imagery in the story--the patterns of light and dark 
imagery conveying May Bartram's uknowledge" and !,~archer's 
"bl~indness." Other forms of imagery include the beast 
imagery (the most prevalent and important), the garden-
·- in-the-gravQard imagery, the symbolic use of the 
names of the characters, months, seasons, and water 
·., imagery. 
. ;~ 
John Marcher's intuitively perceived awareness, 
"the sense o:r being kept for something rare and strange, 
possibly prodigious and terrible, that \~8 S sooner or 
later to happen., " is represented by the beast ~.~,1 11 i Ch 
plagues the jungle of his mind. 232 "It signified little 
whether the crouching beast were destined to slay him 
or to be slain. The definite point was the inevitable 
spring of' the creature; and the definite lesson from that 
was that a man of feeling didn't cause himself to be 
accompaI).ied by a lady on a tiger-hunt. 11233 So plagued 
by this beast of uncertainty, Marcher rationalizes for 
his decision to forego marriage-··with May Bartram. Deluded 
·by a false sense of chivalry, he feels that he 2oulc1 r1at 
request her partnership in a ''tiger-hunt." But Marcr1er 
/'•, hes no qualms in- accepti·ng her supporting role in his 
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lifelong waiting-game. 
Later, f'aced with the imminence of May Bartram's 
death, he feels that '1JS]er. dying, her death, his conse-
quent solitude--that was what he had figured as the 
Beast in the Jungle, that was what had been in the lap 
of the gods.~ 11234 But the gravity of her impc n'.J ing 
death is not yet signif'icantly f'elt by Marci,er. De-
prived of May Bartram's help in the quest, Marcher 
searches for the beast independently or her. 
"What it:. 
presently came to in the truth was that poor Marcher 
waded through the beaten grass 
• • • very much as if 
vaguely looking for the Beast, and still more acutely 
missing it."235 
Marcher travels abroad, but returns at the year's 
end to visit the grave of May Bartram. 
. \ 
~rd he confronts a true mourner whose grief-stri2ken 
face teaches Marcher in a moment what he had missed in 
a lifetime. 
'· .-;-• 
t 
The Beast had lurked indeed, and the 
Beast, at its hour, had sprung: it had 
sprung in the twilight o~ the ~old April 
when ., pa 1 e , i 11 , 11 a s t e d ., b 1J t a l l. t, e 3 ; _: t i -
f'ul., and perhaps even then recoveraL}e, 
she had riser1 from her chair t8 st2~d 
be :f or e h i r.1 a n d 1 e t h i ITL i ma ~~ -i r1 a l:1 : \t :,. : ; e s s • 
-- . 1 ...... 
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• 
It had spr1ung as l1e didn't :t1ess; :~t had 
sprung a s s h e h op e 1 e s s l. :1 -t tJ r n e d f r c, r:. ~-. i rr1 , · 
a nd the l"l'1 a r k by t' . h O .._ i r"; 0 }1 p 1 p ·r -f-. ~ r-, ,.. ~ 
,. 
.11 J. . ' '---' li -- l i • '--' • • ··- -~ ·- ---. ' .. , . . ~· -· ) 
had fallen where it ilJas to falJ. . .. }-Ie 
S
. aw the Jungle 0In hi· S J. i· -f p 8 r-, (-l ~ 8 1·•' .L',- ,::. 
- - - ~ .L ~· • _) . ' i '··' " . '·-· 
1 u r king Be a st ; then ., 1.11 h i 1 e 1-1t~ l :__::or:: e ::.J _, r·1 (; r -
ceived it, as by a stir of the a~r, rise, 
huge and hideous~ ~or the leap that was 
to settle him.23o 
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Marcher finally realizes that "the Beast'' was within 
himself, and that he alone is responsible for the deso-
~,·1ate lifetime he had had and caused May Bartram to have 
as well. The Qfeast imagery is fundamental to the projec-
tion of the theme of the "unlived life.u 
After May's death the jungle imagery., symbolic to 
Marcher of a prodigious fate, is transformed into a kind 
of wasteland imagery. 
IIJ' 
This was what closed his mouth now--now • that the Jungle had been thrashed to vacancy and tha·t the Beast }1acl st-,J_·:_;n away , What l• t pros~r1f-l ~T '8YrC -,-o • • • • ...... ,...._ ....., .:. .,_,, _....._ '--'!f 
- _.... .._ ~ .. ._s G in t r u th w a s th a t D o or Tvl a r c 11 e r ~r'l 8 ,j "~ (j .L through his beaten grass., 1rtJr1~~1·e r:.c life stirred, where no breath sounded, where no evil eye seemed to gleam fron1 2 p o s s i b 1 e 1 a i r :, v e r y mu c 1'1 a s .L f."' v a F! -.1 e l y looking for the Beast) and still ~ore as i~ acutely missing it.237 
A feeling of emptiness and hollowness is conveyed in 
the "wasteland" imagery of the above passage. 2 3!B 
Critics have talked about the varying types of 
imagery and symbolism, pointing out how additional 
meaning is conveyed. The symbolic value of the garden, 
both physic~l and metaphysical, is discussed by Louise 
-
Dauner ill referring t.o a number of Jamesian works. The ,· , . 
garden i~ a constant symbol in James (Portrait or a Lady, ~ 
The Turn of the Screw, The Other House, The A1nbassadors) 
though its symbolic import may vary. James u-sed tr1e 
garden scene for renunciation, action, and recognition--
giving it psychological, emotional,~ and ethical implica-
tions. 239 
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The garden then may be the most Jamesisn 
of all the symbols, in its const3nt Te-
currence, its ambivalence, its paradox, 
its thickness of associat1on. It re~n-
f' or c e s the p s y c h o 1 o g i c a J_ a n d err: o t 1_ - r: E1 l 
overtones of characters arid sit.1-1at .. ~ ... r1s. 
It is highly st1gge2tive of tr-1e (Jan.efj~an 
ethic, the fundamental preoccupatiJr of 
James' art. And it contributes to~ally 
as irony to James' rnany-fac~ted repre-
sentations of human drama.240 
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The meaning of the garden may vary, depending upon its 
function in the story and the story itself. The garrien 
often represents an implicit ordering which becomes as in 
the eighteenth century an ordering of value; in a garden 
man attempts "to create culture out of nature, thus him-
self becoming the apex of a cosmic triangle. 11 241 
As the garden is 11 a typical setting for crucial 
decisions or acts, 11 so it often becomes "the ambivalent 
24~ symbol for a kind of life-death struggle." c And there 
is an increasing tendency in James, according to Dauner, 
for the garden to be the garden of death. 24 3 
The garden for Marcher is the graveyard where May 
Bartram is buried. From the time of her death Marcher 
ceased living in the present and began living in the past. 
Her grave becomes the only place on earth which holds 
any meaning as he lives on past regrets and memories--
making frequent visits there. "What it all amounted to, 
oddly enough, was that, in his now so simplified world, 
this garden of death gave him the few square feet on 
244 earth on which he could still most live." What 
Marcher reaps in the garden is not life but the recogni-
tion of tragedy in his own life. And the tragedy is, o~ 
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' 
course, that he utterly wasted not only his but 
• that of another person. 
When Marcher fully comprehends the beast in the 
jungle, he flings himself upon iviay Bartram's tomb, in 
symbolic acceptance of his destiny. Here in the meta-
phorical garden Marcher reaps wisdom and pain. 
If the garden of death brings to Marcher death of 
the natural self, "it becomes by implication a garden of 
245 life, the ennobled lif'e of the spirit. 11 Hence, 
Dauner suggests that Marcher's con1'rontation [with pain-
ful knowledge] and resurrection recall the mytt1ical 
Easter graveyard-garden. 
Dauner cites order, the principle of social order, 
and "the order of the self-defined and clairvo:/a11t spirit, 
achieved by Reason and Will," as the primary rr1ear1:Lr1g 
attached to the garden. 246 Thus, Dauner concludes that l 
• 
the garden-settings emphasize a pervading thematic sense 
. o~ the necessity for intelligence-- 11 or order, as a basis 
- ., . for the ethical experience. 1t247 Dauner further asserts 
that the garden-symbol in James, which is ambivalent, 
paradoxical, recurrent, and multifaceted, is perhaps "the 
most Jamesian of all the symbols. 11248 
Seasons, months., even names bear significance in "The 
Beast in the Jungle." Stone claims that "t1-1e ca}~!1dar in 
James 's tale was designed as a backdrop to his play. "249 
Moreover, Stone asserts that The Blithedale R~mance, 
which James had praised--especially for the symbolic use 
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77 
of seasons, influenced James so that he incorporated the 
season-Telated theme into "The Beast in the Jungle. 0 • 
James I s comments on The Bli theda le Romance inc1 Lea te that 
he was indeed impressed by the Hawthorne novel. He 
states that it ''leaves in the memory an impression analo-
gous to that of an April day--an alternation of brightness 
and shadow, of broken sun-patches and sprinkling 
~ clouds. "250 
Although the names of sea sons have impli.ca tions 
wfiich bear upon the story, Stone asserts that the month 
of April is by far the most significant: Anril 11olds the 
possibility,of a realized relationsl1ip which Marct:er 
fails to grasp; May's disintegrating faith in him as a 
human being fades into despair. Their meeting in !\pril, 
"the first time of the year," is "without a firen as the 
first warm spell of spring makes the customary lighted 
fireplace unnecessary. 2 51 May's eyes are filled "with 
a strange cold light--a light that somehow was e part of 
the effect if it wasn't rather a part of the cause, of 
the pale hard swee:tness of the season and the hour. 0 252 
Stone concludes that "spring can come earl~/ as we 11 as 
late {April can be an early May or a late Mur·:h.)!• 253 
Th.e paragraph ~bove alludes to the significance of 
the names Marcher and May; for Marcher and May are 
2~4 ''finally and irrevocably" divided by April. _.,) And so 
• 
the story reaches its zenith in their lest long 1nterv1ttll 
that April; from their "reunionn at Weatherend in the 
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78 • 
autumn until the moment of Marcher's recognition at her 
• 
.. , 
\:., -, . grave--also in autumn, the ··story has come full circle. 
.. 
Sanford also notes the symbolic use of names: ''May 
and Marcher together suggest the personal extremes of 
the ~ife-giving force 
denying force of cold 
of regenerative sympathy 
egotism. "255 It was nc1t 
and life-
. 
r,, ... rr,··p re ,_, . . .. ......,.. ,_ 
chance that James selected the month of April as the 
month for their final meeting. 
Water imagery like imagery of darkness conveys the 
theme of man's blinding egotism. Marcher and May "were 
literally afloat together,n 256 until he becomes aware of 
257 "some gulf" between them. "Was it-;_or rather wasn't 
it--that for so long she had been watching him the 
·answer to their questions must have swum into her ken 
it and taken on its name, so that her occupation was verily 
· 258 gone?'' In his characteristic obtuseness, r,1arr~her 
finds "himself again too·:-·he1plessly at sea. "259 Water 
imagery is sparingly employed in the first half of the 
book and does not reappear until after May Bartram's 
death. 
' 
''Patterns of imagery and symbol are es ef:fective 
in modern fiction as they have always been in poetry in 
controlling our evaluation o:f details. 11260 In presenting 
a story in which the center o~ consciousness is a gros2ly 
imperceptive person, James conveys additional meaning 
through his use of imagery. 
The nouvelle an.a James' s choice of it for "The Beast 
I 
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in the Jungle" has received considerable attention. R. P. r---.... 
Blackmur asserts that the nouvelle was perhaps James's 
:favorite form. "To James it was a small reflector capable 
of illuminating or mirroring a great deal of material."261 
James himself defined nouvelle as a 11 picture" of 
"richly summarised and foreshortened effects 11 ; it is a 
"fine type of composition" characterized by "shades and 
di:f:ferences, varities and styles, the value above all of 
the idea happily developed"; its "main merit an;:l sign is 
the e:ffort to do the complicated thing with a strong 
brevity and lucidity--to arrive, on behalf of the multl-
plici ty, at a certain science of control"; it is a form 
whose "achieved irridescence from within works, I feel, 
more kinds of magic. 11262 And of course, James' s 0wn 
deffunition of the nouvelle is readily annlicatle to the 
L· _...._ .;. 
• 
effect achieved in "The Bea st in the Junr:le. ·· 
·-
Charles G. Hoffmann's study, The Short Novels of 
Henry James, goes to great length to distinguisr. the 
' 
short novel as an art form from the short story and 
from the full-length novel. The difference between the 
short novel and the short story is a qualitative rather 
than a quantitative one. James found himself cramped by 
the quantitative limitation of the short story form-~six 
to eight thousand words--imposed by many American editors 
o:f the time. Consequently, he turned to the French genre., 
"the ideal., the beautiful and blest nouvelle. "263 The 
significa~e of James 1 s short novels, asserts Ho:f~ann, 
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is to mirror James's literary theory, to reflect a more 
rapid development artistically than the full-length 
novels, to experiment with themes and techniques that 
woUld later be given more elaborate treatment in t!le 
longer novels, and to reveal a continuity of artistic 
development when viewed in relation to his major works. 
The short-novel form of !'The Bea st in the Jungle" 
allows James to develop fully the idea of 11 too late. 11 
The entire development of' the story is "singularly 
focussed and concentrated to illustrate the main theme" 
just as the central figure is singularly dedicated to ., 
awaiting his f'ate.264 "The Beast in the Juna 1_e" ad-
heres to the short-story form in its singleness of 
( 
action and details which gives it the compressed unity 
characteristic of the short story. 
The preponderance of criticism dealing with '~The 
Beast in the Jungle" has been laudatory. Those few 
critics who have found fault with the novella have done 
Bo 
so primarily on grounds other than aesthetic. And clearly 
the text itself as well as a number of reoutable critics 
.... 
ably counter whatever objections are posed. 
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